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THE POETRY OF VASILE VOICULESCU. SYMBOL, 
DISCOURSE, ICONOGRAPHY 

 

         
             I   

          iulian.boldea@gmail.com 
Professor PhD,  ”Petru Maior” University 

Nicolae Iorga Str. 1, Târgu-Mureș, Romania 
                                                                          Article code 452-086 

 

Abstract: Vasile Voiculescu resorts to a vocabulary that has no aesthetic tradition. His 
poetic word reflects, on one hand, a contingent reality and, on the other, it 
transfigures it, it restores a degree of ideality to it, a hidden facet that can only be 
retrieved through a poetic "reading" of the world. Voiculescu perceives with 
unexpected intensity the drama of language which is unable to represent reality 
without flaw, integrally, with its many-sided facets, as he lucidly records the subtle 
relationship between expressed and unexpressed, between nameable and 
unnamable. The exuberant diversity of allegories, together with the uttermost 
plasticity of parables in Voiculescu’s poetry translate the ideal into the terms of the 
real. Harsh, unrefined, succulent words appear to address the sense of taste more 
than aesthetic perception. However, there is a specific grace of detail and stylization, 
like in the art of reverse glass icon-painting, that renders lyrical images hieratic. 
Heavy materiality, elementary force and Botticellian hieratism are combined in a 
new poetic flow. The poetic word is also a revelation of the world's original 
dimensions, a mirroring, in a small sonorous space, of the boundlessness of the 
universe. But the word is also the one that incorporates in its fragile pattern human 
emotions of an overwhelming diversity: love, hate, distortion, rebellion, nostalgia, 
suaveness. 
Key words: poetry, traditionalism, Orthodoxism in poetry, discourse, allegory, 
lyricism, ideal, hieratic 
 

The poetry 
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1  V. Voiculescu, Gînduri albe/White Thoughts, Romanian Book Publishing House, Bucharest, 1986, p. 9, 
translation mine, for this and the next.  
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2  See the bilingual edition, Romanian-English, Vasile Voiculescu, Ultimele sonete închipuite ale lui 
Shakespeare în traducere imaginară/Shakespeare’s Last Fancied Sonnets in Imaginary Translation. 
Traducere de/translated by Cristina Tataru, Pitești: Paralela 45, 2000. 
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3 For Mircea Eliade the sacred “ manifests itself solely in profane, through symbols and other mundane 
realities”. Mircea Eliade, Întâlnirea cu sacrul/Experiencing the Sacred. Volume edited by Cristian Bădiliţă, 
in collaboration with Paul Barbăneagră, Cluj, Echinox, 2001, p. 115. 
4  Mircea Eliade, Sacrul şi profanul/The Sacred and the Profane, translated from French by Brânduşa 
Prelipceanu, 3rd edition, Humanitas, Bucharest, 2007. 
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5  Mircea Braga, V. Voiculescu în orizontul tradiţionalismului/V. Voiculescu in the Sphere of 
Traditionalism,Bucharest, Minerva, 1984, p. 110 
6 Roxana Sorescu, Introducere în poezia lui Vasile Voiculescu. Poezii/Introduction to the Poetry of Vasile 
Voiculescu. Poems,Bucharest, Cartex 2000, 2005, p.6 
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PARABLE AND EXOTICISM IN ALEXANDRU 
ECOVOIU`S PROSE 

I

The subject-matter of Ecovoiu’s narrative is a-temporal and is extraneous 
to the Romanian cultural space, hence it does not rely on local specificity, nor does it 
rely on virtuosities of an untranslatable linguistic expressiveness. The writer places 
his narrative in the international waters of novel-writing and parable – which 
represents the advantage of significant openness and of broad human issues from 
the very outset. The main explanation for all this cannot but lie in the surprising 
combination between parable, that yields the accessibility of the message therein, 
and the exotic nature of the narrative, that ensures its appeal to readers worldwide, 
readers willing to be impressed by a cinematographic perusal of worlds. Not only is 
Saludos a novel about an imaginary journey, but it is one about spiritual adventure 
at large.  

 Alexandru Ecovoiu; exoticism; parable; novel; imaginary journey; 
spiritual adventure

 
 

Alexandru
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EXOTICISM AND THE OPENINGS 
OF LITERATURE. TYPES OF 
          EXOTICISMS 

 

 

 
MARIUS MIHEȚ 

mariusmihet@gmail.com 
Senior Lecturer PhD, University of Oradea 
Universitatii Street no 1, Oradea, Romania 

Article code 454-088 

 
Abstract: Exoticism cannot be reduced to its hues, indeed to its nuances. It taps 
into the endless dimension of passions and of literary imaginary. Exoticism is a 
natural state of the human being. But it is a state that goes beyond curiosity. 
Exoticism presupposes the act of knowing, not just knowing externally, but also 
knowing through creating an interior platform. Exoticism is a vehicle for 
knowing, maybe the most user-friendly, maybe the most seducing of all. It 
requires a simple participation, but, at the same time, a totalizing participation of 
the human being. Exoticism invites man to playing. Exoticism, through its 
invitation to playing, tends to re-signify or re-define man in contact with the 
object of exoticism. A condition of exoticism is to be able to surpass the real. We 
shall further attempt to draw the attention to different occurrences of exoticism in 
fiction. We have circumscribed these occurrences to ten types: exoticism as 
resistance (1), internal exoticism (2), imaginary exoticism (3), erotic exoticism (4), 
cultural exoticism (5), narcotic exoticism (6), political exoticism (7), commercial 
exoticism (8), identity-informed exoticism  (9), entropic exoticism (10).  
Key words: exotic, exoticism, Romanian contemporary fiction, occurrences of 
exoticism, types of exoticisms, exoticism and play  
 
  

Exoticism 

mailto:mariusmihet@gmail.com
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1   For this article, the fragile distinction between exoticism and exotism is relevant. Thus, the noun 
compound of exotic+ism, was attested around 1827, see exoticism. Dictionary.com. Online Etymology 
Dictionary. Douglas Harper, Historian. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/exoticism (accessed: 
May 30, 2014). Exoticism defines ”tendency to adopt what is exotic”, while exotism is ”the quality of 
being exotic”, as in "exotism." Retrieved May 31, 2014 from 
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/exotism. 
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EXOTICISM AND NOSTALGIA IN MIRCEA 
´S ORBITOR (BLINDING) 

 

 
DANA SALA 

dsf_dana@yahoo.com 
Reader PhD, University of Oradea 

Universitatii Street no 1, Oradea, Romania 
Article code 455-089 

 

 In Orbitor (Blinding), Cărtărescu constructs and deconstructs the role of 
memory exploring memory’s relationship to immortality - mostly in the third book 
or father’s book, and memory in relation to creation - in the first two books, the 
mother’s book irrespectively the book of the self (the middle one). There is always 
an unescapable nostalgia from one metamorphosis to another. If Cartarescu, as a 
postmodernist writer, deconstructs some myths, he never does that to the all-
encompassing myth of the book. Nostalgia regenerates this myth. Exoticism 
embodies the need for another dimension. It is also interwoven in the maternal and 
paternal genealogies of Mircea, the alter-ego of Cartarescu himself. Exoticism 
appears in Cartarescu’s dreamland as the provocation, as the challenge of the 
Double. Through exoticism and symmetry, Mircea wants to grasp his dream being, 
his inner dreamer. The underlying paradigm superior/inferior attributed to 
exoticism is totally out of question in Blinding, because here all exotic 
representations are based in oneiric landscapes. A realm where exoticism is 
preserved in its elements without having anything to do with commodities (see 
Huggan)is the dreamland of Mircea Cărtărescu’s writings. Butterfly symmetry is 
the preservation of halves, simultaneity is androgyny. Victor, the mirror-twin of 
Mircea, bound to him in a Narcissus-like story of love and abhorrence, is the 
embodiment of symmetry at its highest potential. REM is simultaneity, not 
symmetry. REM is the Entrance to Blinding’s manuscript labyrinth centre and the 
portal to a higher "blinding” reality. For Cartarescu, eternity is simultaneity. Bizarre 
and familiar, exotized Bucharest and exotized faraway lands have the consistency 
of dreams. Cartarescu's exoticism is a chrysalis of our chimeric alter-egos.  

 exoticism, exotized Bucharest, Romanian contemporary literature, 
postmodernism, Mircea Cărtărescu, alter-ego, oneiric landscapes, exotic couples, 
butterfly symbol, antipodes and symmetry, labyrinth, memory, mise en abyme, 
Monsu Desiderio in fiction. 

mailto:dsf_dana@yahoo.com
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 Simultaneity 

                                                 
1 ”La ce mi-ar folosi viața eternă dacă mi-aș pierde amintirile ?” Cărtărescu, Orbitor. Aripa dreaptă:479. 
2 Incidentally, Akasia recalls the Romanian word for home, ”acasă”.  
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1 „Nimeni n-a mai scris la noi o proză atât de densă și de profundă, populată de făpturi deopotrivă reale 
și simbolice, de fluturi ori de păianjeni colosali, atrasă magnetic de promiscua subterană psihanalitică și 
luminată totodată de splendide curcubee cerești. Orbitor este atât romanul căutării timpului pierdut, cât 
și un metaroman la fel de sofisticat ca acela proustian, cu incursiuni nu însă în socialitate și mondenitate, 
ci în arheologia și anatomia ființei, comparabilă cu aceea din Întâmplările lui Blecher, într-o sexualitate 
obscură și flamboaiantă, liberă și interzisă, cum nu găsim în nici unul din romanele emancipate ale 
generației ’27, nici chiar în acela al lui Arghezi.” (Manolescu: 1348).  
2 Part III, chapter 25, para.17.  
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1 „emanând din toate feromonii de scorţişoară ai nostalgiei”- Orbitor. Corpul: 100. Since only the first 
volume, Blinding. The Left Wing, has been translated so far, passages (longer than three words) from the 
the second book, Orbitor. Corpul (Blinding. The Body) and the third, Orbitor. Aripa dreaptă (Blinding. The 
Right Wing), are not translated. 
Translation mine, D. S., in all quoted passages from Romanian books of criticism. 
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1 If, for Mircea’s case, we may substitute ”microcosm” with the Slavic etymology of the name ”Mircea”.  
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1 In the age of multimedia text is anyway naturally expanded outside the medium of print. For the 
expansion of the notion of ”text”, author-reader interactions, rereading, re-writing, see Cornis-Pope 
(:18).   
2 „O carte adevărată selecta mereu un singur cititor, (...) De-aceea Herman nu credea în cărţile tipărite, 
ci numai în manuscrise, fiecare un unicat, fiecare o Evanghelie. Căci nu tu alegeai cartea, ci cartea te 
alegea ca să se scrie prin tine.” (Orbitor. Corpul: 161). 
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1 Cărtărescu, Blinding. The Left Wing, part 3, chapter 25, para. 18. 
2 ”Nu scriu o carte, ci cresc un embrion în uterul trist al ţestei şi-al camerei şi-al lumii mele. ” (Mircea 
Cărtărescu, Orbitor. Corpul: 19).  
3 ”late 14c., "uterus, womb," from Old French matrice "womb, uterus," from Latin matrix (genitive 
matricis) "pregnant animal," in Late Latin "womb," also "source, origin," from mater (genitive matris) 
"mother" . matrix. (n.d.). Dictionary.com Unabridged. Retrieved November 1, 2014, from Dictionary.com 
website: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/matrix 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/matrix
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1 „În țeasta lui Herman se afla, ghemuit, un copil. (...) Ocupa aproape tot interiorul cavității de os, 
devenită acum transparentă ca de cleștar. (...)Ghemuit în pântecul său de os, copilul visa” (Orbitor. Aripa 
dreaptă:129).  
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1 Nostalgia was initially published as a collection of short-stories. The English edition is called “a novel”.  
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1 „Şi n-ar fi remarcat-o, în mod sigur, nici atunci, dacă amurgul nu ar fi avut o foarte precisă nuanţă 
trandafirie şi dacă Soile, inventată parcă de acea unică densitate a luminii, nu ar fi stat pe banca ei, în 
rochie de dantelă albă şi cu mîinile-n poală, arătînd mai neajutorată decît dacă ar fi strigat după ajutor în 
largul mării.” (Orbitor, Corpul:219) 
2 ”O clipă-şi închipuise cum aveau să li se schimbe vieţile, cum aveau să fugă de ochiul gigantic care-i 
privea, inventîndu-i, moment cu moment, cum aveau, cu tenacitate, să evadeze din creierul care-i 
gîndea, din cartea care-i construia şi-i deconstruia,(...)”. Corpul: 246. 
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1 „Abia atunci, înconjurat de slava rotundă a Shahasrarei, marele fluture va zbura deodată în toate 
părţile, în cele patru dimensiuni vizibile şi-n cele şapte strîns înfăşurate, pînă ce puterea şi culorile lui vor 
umple ţeasta fără tîmple şi frunte, craniul fără etmoid, sfenoid şi occipital al Dumnezeirii.” (Orbitor. 
Corpul: 40) 
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1 Emphasis mine.  
2 In REM, published for the first time in Cărtărescu’s volume Visul, (Nostalgia for all the suceeding 
editions) Cărtărescu makes intertextual references to Cortazar, to Marquez’s Erendira, to The Saragosa 
Manuscript, to Dylan Thomas and to Borges’s El Aleph.  
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1 See also Simona Sora,  about ”metaphysical butterfly” versus ”the postmodern spider”: „un fluture 
metafizic își întinde aripile, iar un păianjen postmodern îl pândește pe fiecare pagină.” (Sora:250) 
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1 See Emmanuel Lévinas. Moartea şi Timpul. Transl by Anca Măniuţiu, Cluj: Biblioteca Apostrof, 1996, p. 
40. (original title: La Mort et Le Temps).  
2 See Staszak (Other/otherness)for this distinction.  
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1 Some critics refer to the fact that the translator could have used to original word, Orbitor. It is true, but 
as it is now, Blinding has the strong effect of a counterbook.  
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http://wordswithoutborders.org/book-review/mircea-crtrescus-blinding#ixzz3GVkdHFqk  

 

http://www.unige.ch/sciences%20societe/geo/collaborateurs/publicationsJFS/OtherOtherness.pdf
http://www.unige.ch/sciences%20societe/geo/collaborateurs/publicationsJFS/OtherOtherness.pdf
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L’ALTERATION DE L’EXOTIQUE DANS LA PROSE 
DE MIRCEA ELIADE 

EXOTIZATION IN MIRCEA ELIADE´S PROSE 
 

 

M  
                                                             magdalena.indries@gmail.com 

                                                    Senior Lecturer PhD, University of Oradea 

                                                     Universitatii Street no 1, Oradea, Romania 

 
Abstract: In this research we have tried to demonstrate that Mircea Eliade altered 
the exotic depiction in his books India and The Maharajah’s Library. Eliade was 
not focused on reporting the real nature of the exotic. His presence in India aimed 
at gathering the knowledge of its religious beliefs and its yoga practices. 
Therefore, as a side-effect, he tackled exotization and realized its multiple aspects. 
Eliade used the exotic landscape as a source for an extraordinary adventure of 
sensations and feelings. Once in a while he exaggerated, because he wrote these 
books like reportages. Sometimes, the exotic background is left behind the 
immediate focus on realistic descriptions of Indian social, religious and economic 
realities, and other times the exotic turns into fantastic. 
Key words: India, exotic, setting, alteration, exaggeration, realistic description, 
exotization 

 
En 

                                                 
1 M. Eliade, La Bibliothèque du Maharadjah, p. 179, (n.tr.) 

mailto:magdalena.indries@gmail.com
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1 M. Eliade. Biblioteca maharajahului (La Bibliothèque du Maharadjah). 179-180. Tous les fragments 
extraits de La Bibliothèque du Maharadjah sont traduits par nous. 
2 V. Ierunca. L’Oeuvre littéraire, dans Le Dossier Mircea Eliade, vol. X, 1978-1979, Inspiration et 
Erudition. Bucuresti : Curtea Veche, p. 42. 
3 M. Eliade. Chantier. Bucuresti : Humanitas, p. 309. 
4 M. Eliade. L’Ile d’Euthanasius. Bucuresti : Humanitas, 1993, pp. 288-289. 
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1 Zigu Ornea, L’Inde de Mircea Eliade. „La Roumanie littéraire”, no. 8, 1999. 
2Silvia Dumitrescu, L’Inde au-delà du cliché de l’exotisme. Mircea Eliade „L’Inde” et „La Bibliothèque du 
Maharadjah”,danswww.bookaholic.ro/india-dincolo-de-clişeul-exotismului-mircea-eliade-„india”-şi-
„biblioteca maharajahului”.-html 
3 M. Eliade, L’Inde, Editions de L’Herne, 1988, p. 9, traduit du roumain par Alain Paruit . 
4 M. Eliade, Mémoires, 1907-1960. Bucuresti: Humanitas, 1991, p.174. 

http://www.bookaholic.ro/india-dincolo-de-
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1 I. Balu, Mircea Eliade et l’expérience de L’Inde: Le Dossier Eliade, vol. X, p.217. 
2 M. Eliade, L’Inde, p. 14. 
3 Ibid., p. 65. 
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1Ibid., p. 61. 
2 Ibid., pp. 29-30. 
3 Ibid., p. 46. 
4 Ibid; p. 29. 
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1 Ibid.,  pp. 48-49.  
2 Ibid., p.157. 
3 Ibid., p. 33. 
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1 Ibid., p. 52 
2 Ibid., p. 42. 
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1 Ibid., p. 35. 
2 M. Eliade, Mémoires, p. 182, (n.tr.) 
3 M. Eliade, l'Inde, p.41. 
4 Ibid., p. 42 
5 Ibid., p. 42. 
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1 M. Eliade, L’Inde, pp. 80-81. 
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1 M. Eliade, L’Inde, p. 142. 
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1 M. Eliade, Mémoires, pp. 186-187. 
2 M. Eliade, L’Inde, p.191. 
3 Ibid., p. 215. 
4 Ibid., p. 217. 
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1 M. Eliade, Mémoires, p. 204. 
2 Ibid., p. 207. 

http://www.bookaholic.ro/india-dincolo-de-
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FASCINATION WITH THE EXOTIC IN 
MIHAIL SEBASTIAN’S DRAMA 

 

 
        C  
                                                     crenguta_g@yahoo.com 

                                           

 
Abstract: As a creator of atmosphere dramas, Mihail Sebastian aims to rescue the 
spectator from everyday conventionalism, prosaic environment and mediocrity. 
An emblematic aspect of Sebastian’s theatre is the author’s fascination with 
evasion, hence the audience’s empathy and the box-office success. Sebastian’s 
heroes’ dream is manifesting the freedom to escape the mediocre contingency and 
imagine themselves as different, in Jules de Gaultier’s definition of Bovarism. In 
fact, Bovarism is a kind of inner exoticism. In Sebastian’s case, the exotic should 
not imply only the spatially remote and unknown, but also the unreachable, be it 
in terms of faraway places or in terms of inaccessible worlds. As a creator of 
comedies in a more intellectual vein than the majority of Romanian interwar 
stage-plays, Sebastian managed to fully convert the theme of evasiveness to the 
spirit of the 20th century. 
Key words: sentimental comedy, exoticism, Romanian interwar literature, Mihail 
Sebastian, evasion, Bovarism, exotic tropes

As

                                                 
1 Mihail Sebastian is the pen-name of Romanian Jewish writer Iosef Hechter. 

mailto:sonnya_vass@yahoo.com
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1 Translation mine, this and the following. In the original, see Sebastian: „Amintiri? Eu n-am amintiri. Nu 
mai am. Nouă ne e foame. Şi vrem să trăim. Restul cade. Medalioane şi altele [...] Nu există mâine. 
Există doar ziua asta. Ceasul ăsta. Mai departe nu ştiu. Mai departe nu văd [...] Eu întind mâna, dacă e 
nevoie. Fur, dacă e nevoie. Cer, implor, caut, urlu. Viaţa asta n-o dau din mână – că alta nu ştiu bine 
dacă mai găsesc [...] Eu n-am scrupule şi orgoliu. Voi scoate flăcări pe nas. Voi face scamatorii în piaţa 
publică. Voi umbla cu talgerul. Voi cânta în cârciumi [...] fiindca vreau să trăiesc. Fiindcă nu vreau ca 
soarele, mâine dimineaţă, să răsară fără noi”. 
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1 In the original: ”Nimeni nu-și închipuie, domnișoară. Din fericire. Altfel n-ar mai fi chip de trăit. 
Bunăoară la minister… Știi dumneata câți țipă la mine? Bogoiu, unde-I dosarul cutare? Bogoiu în sus, 
Bogoiu în jos. Ei țipă și eu tac. De unde să știe ei că, în timp ce caută dosarul care s-a pierdut, eu sunt în 
insulele Azore? […] O iau prin Mediterana, dau în Atlantic, trec în Pacific. Numa-n Oceanul Înghețaț de 
Nord n-am fost încă”. 
2 In the original text, see Sebastian:  
„Într-un târg de provincie ca al nostru ca al nostru… gara este…marea. Este portul, necunoscutul, 
depărtarea. […] Ese dorul de a pleca, de a fugi […] În altă parte. În altă lume”. 
3 „Sunt seri când tot cerul mi se pare pustiu, cu stele reci, moarte, într-un univers absurd, în care numai 
noi, în marea noastră singurătate, ne zbatem pe o planetă de provincie, ca într-un târg în care nu curge 
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apă, nu arde lumina și unde nu opresc trenurile rapide… dar sunt seri când tot cerul foșnește de viață… 
când pe ultima stea, dacă asculți bine, auzi cum freamătă păduri și oceane – fantastice păduri și 
fantastice oceane – seri în care tot cerul e plin de semne și de chemări, ca și cum de pe o planetă pe 
alta, de pe o stea pe alta, ființe care nu s-au văzut niciodată, se caută, se presimt, se cheamă…” 
1 In the original: „…Alexandru cel Mare. Îl cunosc. Îl știu. L-am văzut. Uneori îl văd. […]Sunt clipe când îl 
văd foarte bine. Aș putea să-i vorbesc… Uite ! Suntem în iunie 2, 3, 4 iunie 323. Nopți grele de vară în 
Asia. Corturile ard încă de soarele zilei. Patruzeci de mii de oameni dorm încinși, cu spada în mână, cu 
scutul la căpătâi. Un singur om veghează, sub stelele albe, și printre stele, steaua lui, care încă n-a 
căzut. Are treizeci și trei de ani. A cucerit jumătate de planetă și are mâinile pure. Mâini albe, lungi, 
tinere. În zori, va face un semn și cei patruzeci de mii  de oameni se vor pune din nou în mișcare, să 
cuprindă cu armele cât pământ a mai rămas. În zori ! dar e încă noapte. Și steaua lui, care n-a căzut, va 
cădea. Apropie-te de el. Mâinile lui ard… Fruntea e caldă… Buzele sunt palide.” 
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DISTANCE AND SPACE IN RADU TUDORAN’s 
NOVELS 
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Doctoral School, University of Oradea 
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Abstract: A dominant feature of Radu Tudoran’s works is his permanent obsession 
for travelling, more exactly, for going away. The travel is not a mere 
entertainment. It is a perpetual initiation whose rules are established in the course 
of it. Radu Tudoran (1910-1992) was a novelist renowned for his gift of 
captivating the public. The fascination with faraway spaces is something shared 
not only by Radu Tudoran’s readers but also by Radu Tudoran’s fictional 
characters. They have the ambition of conquering space, many times paralleled 
with the strength one might have over one’s own being and with the capability of 
conquering the human heart. More than a mere setting for the plot or a neutral 
geographical vastness, Tudoran’s space is always encumbered with symbolic 
meanings. Radu Tudoran has a special talent in making space unfold before the 
eyes of the reader in a specific rhythm. His travel novels explore this effect. Space 
really enriches its senses when it gets to dwell inner experiences, either as solitude 
or as shared love. The three elements– space, travel, eros – make up a well-
defined trio, present in many of Tudoran’ proses. For the novelist, love is 
subjugated by the temptation of remoteness. This renders travel to become almost 
every time an obstacle of erotic fulfilment. What makes this obsession of leaving 
even more intriguing is its fusion with the human aspiration for love, more often 
than not an obstacle in the way of reaching the unknown. Thus, the characters are 
quite often confronted with a choice that determines their destiny: to leave or to 
love. 
Key words: exotic spaces, sea-journey, love, space, distance, sea-stories, departures 
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1 Octav Șuluțiu, Radu Tudoran: Un port la răsărit, in „Revista Fundațiilor Regale” no. 10, 1942, pp. 171-
172, reproduced in Radu Tudoran, Un port la răsărit, Editura Jurnalul Național, București, 2011, p. 484. 
Translation mine, this and the next. In the original:„Ceea ce a izbutit să facă în această a doua parte a 
fost să ridice materia geografică românească la un potențial de artă care se numește exotism. (…) 
Lectura romanului său ne-a arătat cât de străini suntem noi, românii, de unele părți ale cadrului 
românesc, încât Limanul Nistrului sau litoralul să ne apară mai îndepărtate ochilor noștri decât Parisul 
sau Viena”.  
2 Cristina Gabriela Dinu, Radu Tudoran între biografie și destin, Editura Premier, Ploiești, 2012, p. 51. 
Translation mine, this and the following. „mijloc de purifcare, de înălțare din banalitatea vieții reale 
spre necunoscut și nemărginire”.  
3 Eugen Simion, Dicționarul general al literaturii române, vol. VI, Editura Univers Enciclopedic Gold, 
București, 2007, p. 801. 
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1 Radu Tudoran, Maria și marea, Editura Albatros, București, 1973, pp. 225 - 226. La început uram 
prima ta pasiune; o simțisem înainte de a mi-o fi mărturisit. Poate în tăcerile tale, poate în felul cum 
priveai uneori marea, absorbit de ea până la tristețe. Am știut că marea are să fie încă o dată dușmanul 
meu; a fost totdeauna, de când a dispărut tatăl meu. Din cauza ei m-am ferit de tine, m-am apărat, 
până n-am mai avut putere și am căzut la picioarele tale”. 
2 Radu Tudoran, Dunărea revărsată, Editura Pentru literatură, București, 1961, p. 378 : „- De ce-ai venit 
cu mine? Îl privi din nou, cu o spaimă mai lungă, apoi își feri ochii și răspunse, cum s-ar fi dăruit: - Știi.” 
3 Ibidem, p. 382. „Remorcherul fluieră, în față; sunetul lui răgușit, aspru, părea un acord de orgă vestind 
ceasul dragostei care, în sfârșit, venise. Șlepul alb, cum altul nu se mai văzuse, lucea feeric în lumina 
lunii, făcut parcă din paiete festive – și întreg convoiul părea un magnific cortegiu de nuntă 3 
4 Gaston Bachelard, Aerul și visele. Eseu despre imaginația mișcării, Editura Univers, București, 1999, p. 
14. 
5 Ibidem, p. 15. 
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1 Gaston Bachelard, op. cit., p. 15 
2 Ileana Corbea, Nicolae Florescu, Biografii posibile, Editura Eminescu, București, 1975, p. 246. 
3 Radu Tudoran, Fiul risipitor, Editura Jurnalul Național, București, 2010, p. 354. 
4 Radu Tudoran, Acea fată frumoasă, Editura Cartea Românească, București, 1975, p. 110. 
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1 Vasile Popovici in Mircea Zaciu, Marian Papahagi, Aurel Sasu (coord.), Dicționarul scriitorilor români, 
Editura Albatros, București, 2002, p. 603. 
2 Here we could also mention the novel Toate pânzele sus!; the love between Anton Lupan and Adnana 
arises on the background of a journey, but the erotic level is less outlined, the book being primarily an 
adveture novel. 
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Abstract. The paper aims to analyze how communal identity can be foregrounded 
by experiential consumption of settings, as expressed in texts authored by 
Alexander McCall Smith and M. C. Beaton. Everyday experiences prove to be 
essential in building up and reinforcing one’s identity especially when they are 
strongly connected to a specific landscape and lifescape. 
Key words: consumption, experience immersion, exoticism, identity 
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EXOTICISM: ATTRACTION, APPREHENSION 
OR SHEER REJECTION 
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Senior Lecturer PhD, University of Oradea 
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Abstract: The aim of our article is to show how exoticism can be considered 
attractive, and even a source of inspiration, but how it can also be apprehended, 
or even rudely rejected. Enlightenment and Romanticism saw exotic places and 
peoples as attractive and seductive. Even Magic Realism started, and became an 
attraction, precisely due to its exotic characteristics which offered something 
new, different and fresh to the reading public all over the world. Meanwhile if 
we understand exoticism as defining something foreign or different, we can also 
equate it with otherness, migrants, marginalized people.  
Key words: exoticism, Magic Realism, attitudes, otherness, Allende, Buck, Carter, 
Mehran 
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1 As we only had at our disposal the Spanish version and the Romanian translation of the novel, we will 
use the latter one for the most suggestive quotations. Thus, Allende recalls „Ascunsă în dulap, mă 
rătăceam în istorii magice cu prinţi care se deplasau pe covoare zburătoare, cu genii închise în lămpi, cu 
bandiţi simpatici care se strecurau în haremul sultanului deghizaţi în babe [...] În paginile astea, 
dragostea, viaţa şi moartea aveau un fel de-a fi jucăuş, iar descrierile de mâncăruri, peisaje, palate şi 
pieţe, de mirosuri, gusturi şi texturi erau de o asemenea bogăţie, că pentru mine lumea n-a mai fost 
niciodată la fel.” (Allende, 2007:81) 
2 „Ah, mirosul bazarului! Toate aromele pământului se amestecau pe străduţele întortocheate, feluri 
exotice, prăjeli în grăsime de oaie, prăjituri cu nuci şi miere [...] piele vopsită, mirosuri înecăcioase, de 
tămâie şi patchouli, cafea fiartă cu seminţe de cardamă, de mirodenii orientale, scorţişoară, chimen, 
boia, şofran... Negustorii ieşeau în calea clienţilor şi îi duceau aproape pe sus în peştera lui Ali Baba 
ticsită de comori, le ofereau lighenaşe în care să-şi clătească mâinile în apă de trandafiri, le serveau o 
cafea tare şi dulce, cea mai bună din lume. Tocmeala era un element esenţial al cumpărării, iar mama a 
priceput asta din prima zi. (Allende, 2007:94) 
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1 Şi atunci i-a spus Şeherezadei: „Surioară, Allah să te călăuzească, spune-ne o poveste ca să ne treacă 
noaptea mai uşor”. (Allende, 2006) 
2 „Tentaţia chilipirurilor nu avea totuşi darul de-a o face pe mama să se simtă bine în Liban, avea 
senzaţia că era prizonieră în propria-i piele. Femeile nu puteau merge singure pe stradă, în aglomeraţie 
putea ţâşni oricând o mână bărbătească lipsită de respect pentru a le jigni, iar dacă încercau să 
protesteze, cădeau pradă unei gloate batjocoritoare. La doar zece minute de casă era o plajă imensă cu 
nisip alb şi mare călduţă, care ne invita să ne răcorim de caniculă în după-amiezile de august. Trebuia să 
ne scăldăm în familie, în grup compact, ca să ne apărăm de ceilalţi; era cu neputinţă să te întinzi pe 
nisip, ar fi însemnat să invoci practic o nenorocire, ieşeam din apă şi fugeam la cabana închiriată 
special. Clima, diferenţele culturale, efortul de a vorbi franceza şi a bălmăji ceva arabă, scamatoriile 
pentru a întinde bugetul de la o lună la alta, lipsa prietenelor şi a rudelor o copleşeau pe mama.” 
(Allende, 2007:96) 
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1 Pearl Buck, the first American woman to win the Nobel Prize (in 1938), was the daughter of 
missionaries, grew in China and spent 42 years of her life there.  
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MÁRQUEZ´S LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA 
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Abstract. The paper looks at the myriad facets of exoticism as reflected in a novel 
by Gabriel Garcia Márquez (Love in the Time of Cholera). A perusal of the text 
yields instantiations of exoticism as inversion of paradigms Old World/New 
World, as well as exoticism as hunting for novelty, for difference, for erotic 
transgression; also disease as exoticism as it begets hiatus, disruption as regards 
the familiar, the common, all in all as regards the bland rhythms of everyday life. 
Key words: exoticism; paradigms; Old World; New World; appropriation of 
territory 

 

A sense 

                                                 
1 Porousness is a term used in cultural studies, alongside capillarity, to denote the penumbral 
influences of cultures upon other cultures that are contiguous to one another – see Carvalho, 2013. 
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L’HISTOIRE D’UNE QUÊTE IDENTITAIRE DANS 
MADE IN MAURITIUS D’AMAL SEWTOHUL 

THE STORY OF A QUEST FOR IDENTITY IN MADE 
IN MAURITIUS BY AMAL SEWTOHUL 
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Sommaire: Le troisième roman d’Amal Sewtohul, “Made in Mauritius”, raconte par 
la voix de son principal protagoniste, Laval, un Sino-Mauricien, des tranches de 
vie dans un monde exotique, aux échos politiques et sociaux. En fait, l’histoire de 
Laval n’en est pas une mais une somme d’histoires liées aux communautés qui 
cohabitent sur l’île, le roman posant une interrogation sur ce qui constitue une 
nation. Sa lignée illustre très bien le processus de créolisation qui va de paire avec 
la suppression des frontières et la globalisation. 
 
Abstract: Amal Sewtohul’s third novel, “Made in Mauritius”, tackles exoticism in 
relation to emigration and creolisation. Through the voice of its protagonist, Laval, 
of a Chinese-Mauritian extraction, applying for Australian citizenship, we are 
offered samples of an exotic world with anchors in the social and the political 
issues of globalisation. The novel exposes some interrogations, such as what 
constitutes a nation nowadays and it gives us clues to reflect on words like 
nationalism, transnationalism and globalisation. Mauritius, as Laval’s birthplace, 
is not a monolithic nation, but a nation «arc-en-ciel», made of the sum of the 
histories of the inhabitants. 
Mots clés: immigration, exotisme, quête identitaire, amitié, amour, nationalisme,  
globalisation, Sewtohul, arc-en-ciel 
Key words: immigration, exoticism, identity quest, friendship, nationalism, 
globalization, Sewtohul, nation,” arc-en-ciel”, citizenship, Mauritius 
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Abstract. Theorists say that postmodern identity is a construct that can be 
continuously shaped and reshaped, according to free personal choice, or to new 
social roles that occur in life. Postmodern identity is therefore mainly a cultural 
construct, strongly influenced by multiple images, stories, cultural texts. 
Postmodern culture provides permanently new models or ideas that might be 
absorbed by a personality and change it, according to its own temperament and its 
own beliefs and values. Therefore postmodern identity is a multiple one, 
continuously changing, fact that implies also a permanent self-surveillance and 
self-knowledge. The present paper attempts to trace these issues in Elif Shafak’s 
autofictional novel Black Milk. On Writing, Motherhood and the Harem Within. 
Key words: career, feminism, motherhood, multiple identity, self-knowledge 
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1 „Crezi că o femeie poate să facă faţă şi maternităţii, şi carierei la fel de bine?” 
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1 „În adâncul sufletului meu e un harem în miniatură. O ceată de femei care se încaieră întruna din 
nimic şi se ciorovăiesc, căutând un prilej să se prindă una pe cealaltă pe picior greşit.” (Shafak, 2012:50) 
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http://www.theguardian.com/books/2013/aug/08/black-milk-elif-shafak-review
http://www.rferl.org/content/ladyliberty-storytelling-without-rules/25423770.html
http://www.magazur.com/gaelle-stewart/black-milk-elif-shafak
http://www.daypoems.net/poems/1900.html
http://msmagazine.com/blog/2011/05/10/the-women-within-elif-shafak/
http://www.elifsafak.us/en/roportajlar.asp?islem=roportaj&id=15
http://www.elifshafak.com/kitaplar/black_milk.asp
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Milk-Conflicting-Creativity-Motherhood/dp/0143121081
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/9923549-black-milk
http://heymarie.ro/en/elif-safak/
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Abstract: Exoticism and eroticism often accompany one another in the creation 
and reading of the Other as a primitive, savage or archaic figure. Atom Egoyan’s 
movie Exotica (1994) offers a frame of intriguing and disturbing type for the 
development of this link. Our paper analyzes this movie by taking as a starting 
point some elements that are related to its spatial configuration. The space reveals 
the issue of the double as a main figure of construction at the base of the movie, 
and we consequently focus on several levels where duplicity can be retrieved. 
Key words: Egoyan, Exotica, exoticism, space, double 
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1. We could not help recalling the use that another Canadian, Margaret Atwood, makes of the one-way 
mirror – a symbol of the border between Canada and the United States – and that funny remark at the 
beginning of her essay stating that the noses of many Canadians are like Porky Pig’s for spending so 
much time watching what is happening across the border, while the Americans are unaware of being 
watched. 
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1.  According to Freud, the bird is a phallic figure. Thomas, who is gay, sticks bird eggs on his body. In 
this movie, the symbol of the bird is deeply ambiguous: it can definitely stand Freudian interpretations, 
but is also a key for the desire of nesting and beauty that is prevalent in the characters. Egoyan’s world 
somehow reminds us J.D. Salinger’s, with disturbing sexual undertones and the ubiquitous need of 
purity.  
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READING LITERATURE IN CONTEXT – 
PROFEMINIST AND ANTIFEMINIST RHETORIC IN 

MACHIVELLI’S FAVOLA DI BELFAGOR 
ARCIDIAVOLO 

                
  L
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Abstract: Generally considered one of Machiavelli’s lesser works, Favola 
di Belfagor arcidiavolo may well be viewed as one in a fairly long line of 
writings about women in the European Western tradition. Yet placed against 
the backdrop of any possible analysis centred around perceptions of 
womanhood in Italian Renaissance literature, the merit of Belfagor does not 
reside in the female image penned in the portrait of Roderigo’s wife, nor in 
that of the women possessed by the devil. An important element of the text, 
universally ignored by literary criticism since this is mostly interested in an 
analysis of Roderigo’s adventures on earth, is the rhetoric at the beginning of 
the novella, present in the description of the dilemma and later of the council 
of the devils. This rhetoric explains more than just a simple figuration of 
femininity specific to one single author; through Machiavelli’s linguistic 
choices and his crafted organization of the inciting incident, it casts a light 
upon a literary phenomenon typical of Renaissance culture in Italy in the 
second half of the 15th century and throughout the 16th, that of literary 
defenses of women.  

This essay shows the levels on which Machiavelli’s novella mirrors, 
both rhetorically and structurally, writing practices of Italian Renaissance so-
called ‘defenders of women’; at the same time, it identifies antifeminist and 
profeminist rhetoric nestled in the language of the text. 

Key words: Renaissance Italy, defences of women, profeminist / antifeminist 
discourse, evils of marriage, rhetoric. 
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1
 Written 1518-1527 and published posthumously in 1549. 

2
 The editions followed here are Niccolò Machiavelli. Favola di Belfagor 

arcidiavolo, in Niccolò Machiavelli. Tutte le opere, I. a cura di M. Martelli, 

Firenze, Sansoni, 1971, and Niccolò Machiavelli. The Chief Works and Others, vol. 

2, Allan H. Gilbert ed. Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1965. 
3
 Niccolò Machiavelli. The Chief Works and Others, vol. 2, Allan H. Gilbert ed. 

Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1965, p. 871. 
4
 Niccolò Machiavelli. Op. cit., p. 877. 

5
 ‘[…] testify to his superiors on the burdens and annoyances of marriage’, trans. 

Allan H. Gilbert, in Niccolò Machiavelli. Op. cit., p. 870. 
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1
 See Andreas Capellanus. De amore, part III: The Rejection of Love. 

2
 See Jean de Meun. Roman de la rose, part II: the gelous husband’s monologue. 

3
 See Giovanni Boccaccio. Il Corbaccio. 

4
 For a detailed discussion of antifeminist discourse in non-dynastic geopolitical 

contexts in Renaissance Italy, see Virginia Cox. Women’s Writing in Italy 1400-

1650. Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 2008. 
5
 Castiglione in reality is ambivalent in regard to woman’s nature and merits, and 

very often in his Courtier (Boook III) what appears as refreshing profeminist 

ideology clashes with open antifeminist rhetoric. 
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1
 ‘[…] as countless numbers of wretched souls who died under God’s displeasure 

went to Hell, all or most of them complained that they were brought to such great 

misfortune by nothing else than by getting married.’ Trans. Allan H. Gilbert, in 

Niccolò Machiavelli. Op. cit., p. 869. 
2
 Trans. Allan H. Gilbert, in Niccolò Machiavelli. Op. cit., p. 870. 

3
 Idem.  

4
 Idem. 

5
 Idem. 
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1
 Idem. 

2
 Idem. 

3
 Idem. 

4
 ‘[…] testify to his superiors on the burdens and annoyances of marriage’, trans. 

Allan H. Gilbert, in Niccolò Machiavelli. Op. cit., p. 870. 
5
 Pamela Joseph Benson. The Invention of the Renaissance Woman: the challenge 

of female independence în the literature and thought of Italy and England, 

Pennsylvania State University, 1992. 
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Abstract: Our paper resorts to three of the obsessive symbols of the literary 
Baroque: the pearl, the peacock and the mask. All of them establish an explicit link 
between Baroque and exoticism. They are as well centres of semiotic and stylistic 
irradiation. Much before the Baroque was crystallised in the concepts of literary 
criticism, the Baroque French poets associated the Orient with these three exotic 
tropes of their imaginary. The features shared by the Baroque and by exoticism 
are: the dialectics of abundance and insufficiency; duplicity; exportability; 
permeability and utopianism. The pearl, discovered on exotic lands, evokes in its 
symbolism the very origin of the term ”baroque” and the presence of the crisis. On 
one hand, the pearl act as the very embodiment of a Baroque persistence in 
suffering, an inner suffering surrounded by outside iridescence. On the other 
hand the pearl coagulates figures of speech, stylemes of brightness, such as:  the 
oxymoron, the hyperbolas, the metaphors, the symbols, the concettis. The peacock, 
as a symbol of ostentatiousness and of the exaggerated effort to seduce, patronises 
the hedonism of expression and the stylistic luxuriance of the Baroque. The 
peacock is par excellency the exotic bird. It overbids in order to get to luxury and 
magnificence. Actually, ”abundentia stili” is a typical Baroque tendency. Through 
the mask, the tensions present in the Baroque self may be maintained, their un-
resolvability is achieved. The mask is the patron of ambiguity, it nourishes the 
tensions between essences and appearances. It is consensual with the Baroque 
vocation for disguise, for dissimulation and illusion. All these three baroque tropes 
have in common the fact that they are both symbolic presences and they generate 
superincumbent figures of speech. 
Key words: Baroque imaginary, perolas  barrocas, Baroque open forms, Baroque 
tropes, exoticism, pearl, peacock, mask, literature of the Baroque, Baroque 
stylemes 
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1 Gérard Genette, Figuri, Bucureşti: Editura Univers, 1978, pp. 50 – 58 (translated into Romanian).   
2 With capitalised letter.  
3 The ”present” refers to 1964 when this study was published.  
4 Gérard Genette, Figures of Literary Discourse, translated by Alan Sheridan, introduction by Marie-
Rose Logan, N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 1982, p. 21.  
5 Ibidem, p.21.  
6 Alexandru Ciorănescu, Barocul sau descoperirea dramei, Cluj–Napoca, Editura Dacia, 1980, p.6.   
7 See for that René Wellek, Conceptele criticii, Bucureşti, Editura Univers, 1970, p. 73 (translated into 
Romanian; original title: Concepts of Criticism).  
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1 Ibidem.  
2 Ibidem, p. 80.  
3 Edgar Papu, Barocul ca tip de existenţă, în : Despre stiluri, Bucureşti, Editura Eminescu, 1986, p. 30.  
4 Ibidem, chapter Sub semnul perlei (Under pearl’s sign). 
5 Ibidem. 
6 Ibidem. 
7 Malleville, Ce  mobile  coral, in: Jean Rousset, Anthologie de la poésie baroque française,  vol.II,    
    Paris, José Corti, 2000, p. 59. 
8 For a first-time translation into Romanian of the poems of some Baroque French poets, see  
Constanţa  Niţă, in: Rev. Poezia,  nr.4 / 2010,  Iaşi,  p. 110.  
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1see Jean  Rousset,  op.cit., vol. I, p.218. emphasize mine, this and all the following. 
2 Gaston  Bachelard, Pământul  şi  reveriile  voinţei, Bucureşti, Editura  Univers, 1998, p.216. 
3 Ibidem, p. 225.  
4 Ibidem, p. 250. 
5 Ibidem, p. 250.  
6 Ivan  Evseev,  Cuvânt – Simbol – Mit, Timişoara, Editura  Facla, 1983, p.195. 
7 Ibidem, p. 195. 
8 :„Dintre  pietrele  preţioase,  perla  comportă în sine un simbolism  lunar, legat de  foc, apă  şi  femeie.  
Născută din ape şi ocrotită de razele lunii, ascunsă într- o cochilie,  ea  reprezintă  feminitatea  
creatoare.”. Ibidem, p. 195.                                                                                                                     
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1 Edgar Papu, op.cit., p. 40. ”Este exemplul tipic al crizei vitale care se supra- compensează prin 
defensiva strălucirii ”. 
2 V. I. Stoichiţă, Posibilul Baroc, prefaţă la Viaţa lui G. I. Bernini, Bucureşti., Editura Meridiane, 
1981,p.15.  ,, a te lăsa cuprins de uimire în faţa amăgirii reprezintă pentru teoreticienii Barocului un 
semn de sensibilitate şi rafinament (...)  Astfel, conştiinţa ficţiunii devine sursă de plăcere estetică 
instaurându-se un raport de directă proporţionalitate între  iluzionismul  operei  şi  măiestria  artistului. 
” 
3 Ibidem, p. 16. 
4 Alexandru Ciorănescu, Barocul sau descoperirea dramei, Cluj Napoca, Editura Dacia,  1980, pp. 48-49. 
,, Lupta nu este decât nostalgia păcii pierdute, iar problema fundamentală a Barocului este năzuinţa 
păcii întrezărite în luptă, echilibrul prin intermediul tensiunii, unitatea menţinută eroic. ” 
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1 Jean – François  Sarasin,  in : Jean  Rousset, Anthologie  de  la  poésie  baroque  française,  vol I,  Paris,  
José  Corti, 2000, p. 243. 
2see Jean  Rousset,  op.cit., vol. I, p.218. emphasize mine. 
3 Martial  de  Brives, in : Jean  Rousset, op.  cit., vol .I, p.132. 
4 Du  Bois  Hus,  in:  Jean  Rousst, op. cit., vol. I, p. 185 
5 Tristan  L’ Hermite in:  Jean  Rousset,  op. cit.,  vol. I, p.233. 
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1 See Diana Adamek, about the peacock, the lynx eye and the black sun, in the Baroque, in Ochiul de 
linx. Barocul și devenirile sale, Limes, Cluj Napoca, 2004, pp. 24-27.  
2 J. Chevalier, A. Gheerbrant, Dicţionar de simboluri, vol. 3, Editura  Artemis, Bucureşti, 1993, p.59 –  6o. 
3 Constanţa  Niţă, Under  the  Sign  of  Peacock. The  Baroque Vein in Radu Stanca’ s Work, in : Analele 
Universităţii din Oradea Fascicula Limba și Literatura Română, Editura  Universităţii din Oradea, vol 20, 
1/ 2013, pp.103 – 111. 
4 Jean Desmarets, Le  Palais  de l’ orgueil,  in : Jean  Rousset,  op. cit., , vol. II, p. 57. 
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1 Tristan  L’ Hermite,  in :  Jean  Rousset,  Anthologie  de  la  poésie  baroque  française, vol. II,   Paris,  
José  Corti, 2000,  p. 67.  
2 Ivan  Evseev, Enciclopedia semnelor şi simbolurilor culturale, Timişoara, Editura Amarcord, 1999, 
p.273. 
3 Pierre  de  Saint- Louis,  Sous  leurs  masques gluants, in : Jean Rousset, op. cit., vol. II, p.56. 
4 Jean  de  La  Fontaine,  in  :  Jean  Rousset,  op. cit.,  vol. I, p. 220-221. 
5 Claude Gilbert Dubois, Le Baroque. Profondeurs de l'apparence, Paris, Librairie Larousse, 1973, p. 60. 
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Professor, PhD, University of Craiova 
A.I.  Cuza Street, 13, Craiova, Romania 

 

Abstract: Alexandru George writes about Tudor Arghezi or Mateiu I. Caragiale 
with a lively polemic spirit against previous criticism. Arghezi’s creation puzzled 
literary criticism by its great diversity of expression in poetry, prose and 
journalism. Alexandru George refers to known interpretations, from E. Lovinescu, 
Nicolae Iorga, Pompiliu Constantinescu, Eugen Ionescu and G. Călinescu, in the 
interwar period, to Ov. S. Crohmălniceanu and Dumitru Micu, in the postwar 
period. Alexandru George keeps finding something wrong or inappropriate in the 
ways in which Tudor Arghezi’s and Mateiu I. Caragiale’s works were analyzed, in 
order to gain a favourable position for his own interpretations, argued in his two 
monographs. 
Key words: Alexandru George, Tudor Arghezi, Mateiu I. Caragiale, polemical 
spirit, subjectivity, Modernism. 
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1 Ca fapt de ultimă „oră” literară, constat cum tânărul cronicar literar în exerciţiu de la revista România 
literară, Cosmin Ciotloş, fără a-i da numele lui G. Călinescu, recreditează istoria biografică a lui V. A. U.: 
„Sub raport conjugal, deţine recordul de a se fi căsătorit de două ori cu două surori, pe care, de 
altminteri, le-a înşelat cu cea de-a treia.” (Un aspirant la junimism, nr. 42, 10 oct. 2014) Greu de 
priceput ce mai e picant, şi ce mai e picat, aici, la examenul ori sub raportul istoriei literare, cu scriitorul 
şi cele (trei sau patru?) surori. 
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                                                     Article code 468-102 

 

Abstract: Although attracted even in his literary practice by the confessive 
discourse – illustrated by the proses Fragmente dintr-un carnet găsit 
(Fragments from a Found Notebook), De două mii de ani (For Two 
Thousand Years) or by his volume of short stories Femei (Women), his 
confessions with a documentary character Cum am devenit huligan (How 
I Became a Hooligan) and Jurnal 1935-1944 (Diary 1935-1944) seem 
written not by an artistic vocation, but by existential needs and the will of 
preserving moral integrity in tense historical times. The hostilities bore by 
the Jewish ethnic writer made him develop in his confessions an existential 
strategy based on equidistance to any kind of extremism or exaggeration. 
As a response to Nae Ionescu’s preface to the novel “For Two Thousand 
Years”, Sebastian decides and announces solitude in public in “How I 
Became a Hooligan”, and secretly puts it into practice in his Diary..., 
developing a genuine technique of loneliness, a mechanism of resistance to 
the political, ideological, or even sentimental temptations. Sebastian’s 
confessions set off an acute critical spirit and certify a personality of a rare 
lucidity, moral standing and human dignity.  
Key words: Mihail Sebastian, confessions, loneliness, Jewish, war, crisis 
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LA TRADUZIONE DELLA TRAGEDIA «LE 
FANATISME »DI VOLTAIRE A OPERA DI HELIADE 

RADULESCU: QUANDO LE TRADUZIONI 
SEGNANO LA STORIA 

    

VOLTAIRE’ S “LE FANATISME” TRANSLATED BY 
ION HELIADE RĂDULESCU: WHEN 

TRANSLATIONS MARK HISTORY 
 

 

                      F  

 

Abstract: The process of occidentalization of the Romanian language, which had 
gotten intense only at the beginning of XIXth century, discovered in theatre a 
powerful instrument. Within this transformation, an important moment emerged 
with Ion Heliade Radulescu’s translation of Voltaire’s tragedy, Le Fanatisme. It was 
printed in 1831 with the title Fanatismul sau Mahomet Proorocul and played in 
1834 by the scholars of Bucharest theatre school. This translation shows a radical 
change: until that, few translations had been undertaken and not for playing 
theatre. But, beginning with 1834, Societatea filarmonică, the theatre association 
created by Heliade in Bucharest, started a huge activity of plays for theatrical 
repertoires and increased the necessity of more translations. Fanatismul is the 
beginning of a new outlook on literature. The development of a laguage of tragedy 
in Romanian and the development of a national literary identity were the 
necessities of the epoch. Heliade Rădulescu made his translation a vehicle for 
pedagogy, for illustrating the good and the bad moral behaviour, but also for the 
confidence that literature could teach people how to prevent the absolute power 
of tyrants.  
Key words: Heliade Rădulescu, Voltaire’s tragedies, Romanian theatre, translations
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* Dottorando di ricerca presso la Scuola di dottorato in Scienze linguistiche, Filologiche e Letteraria 
dell’Università di Padova, federicodonatiellopd@gmail.com.  
1 POPOVICI 1969, pp. 62-3: «l’area romena ha avuto la sua parte nella storia del teatro francese fuori 
dalla Francia. Ma […] qui è preceduto dal teatro greco. […] Nel periodo della signoria di Caragea e sotto 
la guida della figlia di lui, domniţa Ralu, nacque nel 1817 un teatro greco di grande valore: si tratta del 
celebre teatro della Fontana Rossa, il cui primo direttore è stato il poeta Iancu Văcărescu. Questo 
teatro ha messo in scena anche lavori originali, ma si è basato per lo più su scrittori stranieri, in primo 
luogo Voltaire e il drammaturgo italiano Alfieri».    
2 ALTERESCU 1965, p. 146: «Il movimento eterista, con il suo programma di liberazione nazionale, trova 
nel teatro un terreno fertile di diffusione delle sue idee rivoluzionarie. I primi esempi di teatro colto in 
Valacchia hanno la loro realizzazione all’interno del teatro scolastico greco, dove gli allievi, attori-
dilettanti, entusiasti patrioti, desiderosi di servire la missione di emancipazione nazionale, interpretano 
con pathos, spesso improvvisando e attualizzando, opere di Voltaire e Alfieri o di rivoluzionari greci». 

mailto:federicodonatiellopd@gmail.com
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3 Cfr ALTERESCU 1965, p. 146. 
4POPESCU-MACHEDON 1967, p. 7. Cfr. anche ibidem, p. 16: «din dorinţa de a ridica calitatea 
reprezentaţilor teatrale greceşti Domniţa Ralu a trimis pe Costache Aristia, să studieze arta 
actoricească cu vestitul actor-cetăţean, Joseph  François Talma, inovator în teatru, promotorul 
neoclasicismului, adept al revoluţiei franceze şi prieten al lui Napoleon Bonaparte» («con il desiderio di 
elevare la qualità delle rappresentazioni teatrali in greco domniţa Ralu ha inviato Costache Aristia a 
studiare l’arte drammatica con il famoso attore-cittadino Joseph François Talma, innovatore dell’arte 
teatrale, promotore del neoclassicismo, seguace della rivoluzione francese e amico di Napoleone 
Bonaparte»).  
5 L’informazione è contenuta in Revue Encyclopedic (Avril 1819, p. 171) in Hamburger Correspondent 
von 1819, Schreiben aus Walchei von 12 august come riporta PIRU 1967, p. 80. In ALTERESCU 1965, p. 
146 viene indicata la tragedia Brutus di Voltaire come prima opera teatrale rappresentata in greco nel 
dicembre 1818. sulla data della prima rappresentazione non c’è accordo tra i commentatori: 
probabilmente ne è stata eseguita qualche scena presso gli appartamenti di Domniţa Ralu ma 
Camariano indica la prima data di rappresentazione certa il 17 marzo 1820 (confermata anche da 
Alterescu). La traduzione di questa tragedia è stata stampata in volume. 
6 ALTERESCU 1965, p. 146, nota 12.  
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7 PAPADIMA 1975, p. 50: «Allo stesso modo del nostro anche l’illuminismo greco inizia il suo percorso 
più tardi nel XVIII secolo, soprattutto dopo il 1770 e continua nella prima metà del XIX. A causa degli 
eventi storici specifici, i pensatori e gli scrittori greci hanno avuto contatti diretti con l’illuminismo 
occidentale e con quello romeno poiché la situazione nella loro madrepatria non era favorevole alle 
idee emancipatrici del secolo dei lumi. Sono numerosi i casi di uomini di cultura greci che vivono e sono 
attivi in numerosi paesi tra cui vi sono spesso i Principati romeni». 
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8 PAPADIMA 1975, p. 60: «Scrive la tragedia Timoleonte dove esalta l’immagine del personaggio 
principale, il liberatore di Siracusa […]. Grazie alle sue tragedie – da lui considerate uno strumento di 
educazione nazionale – il neoclassicismo ellenico resiste agli echi del romanticismo europeo, che, 
tuttavia, già percorre la sua opera, in primo luogo grazie all’ardore dell’idea della libertà nazionale. In 
questo senso, Zambelios non è isolato. Ancora all’inizio del secolo, nel 1805, l’anacreontico 
Christopoulos aveva scritto la tragedia Achille. Nel 1818 si rappresenta a Odessa la tragedia La morte di 
Demostene del giovane Nikolaos Pikkolos; e nel 1819 il dramma storico La Grecia e il mondo esterno 
dell’altrettanto giovane Gheorghios Lassanios, alla quale questi aggiunge la tragedia Armodio e 
Aristogitone, celebrando la cospirazione dei due ateniesi contro la tirannia dei figli di Pisistrato». 
9 CORNEA 1972, p. 105: «Sul piano del gusto Voltaire è meno evoluto rispetto al piano politico: è 
classico, devoto ai canoni imposti dal secolo precedente, cerebrale e trasparente fino 
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all’allontanamento dell’immagine da qualsiasi ambiguità, di un lirismo secco e devitalizzato, ma con 
leggerezza, naturalezza, grazia, controllo della materia, accessibile a lettori acerbi, che si possono fare 
così un’idea migliore di se stessi vedendo che si sono elevati al livello della filosofia quando in realtà 
questa è scesa al loro livello. D’altra parte, proprio le tragedie, che godono da noi di fama, mostrano il 
lato sensibile del filosofo, preparando gli spiriti per l’accettazione del preromanticismo e anticipando, a 
modo loro, lo liberazione dei poteri oscuri dell’essere e l’eloquenza del sentimento». 
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:  

 
Le glaive et l’Alcoran, dans mes 

sanglantes mains, 

imposeraient silence au reste des 

humains:  

ma voix ferait sur eux les effets du 

tonnerre, 

et je verrais leurs fronts attachés à la 

terre. 

[… ] 

Je suis ambitieux; tout l’homme l’est, 

sans doute; 

mais jamais roi, pontife, ou chef, ou 

citoyen,  

ne conçut un projet aussi grand que le 

mien.
10 

în mâinele-mi sângerate Coran, sabia 

ţiind, 

ceealaltă lume-aş face să tacă 

înmărmurind; 

al meu glas într-al lor înimi ca tunetu-

ar răsuna 

şi la pământ a lor frunte aş vedea a se 

placa. 

[…] 

Sânt ambiţios; ascultă: cine nu e pe 

pământ? 

îns-împărat niciodată, sau pontif, sau 

căpitan, 

nimini nu-şi făcu ca mine un asfel de 

mare plan.
11 

  

 
En Égypte Osiris, Zoroastre en Asie; 

chez les Crétois Minos, Numa dans 

l’Italie, 

a des peuples sans moeurs, et sans 

În Asia Zoroastru, Osiris la 

Eghiptieni 

şi Numa în Italia, Minos între 

Cretieni 

                                                 
10 Tutte le citazioni del testo francese provengono da VOLTAIRE, pp. 275-334.  
11 Tutte le citazioni del testo romeno provengono da HELIADE RĂDULESCU 1985, pp. 1-69.  
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culte, et sans rois, 

donnèrent aisément d’insuffisantes 

lois. 

Je viens après mille ans changer ces 

lois grossières: 

j’apporte un joug plus noble aux 

nations entières; 

j’abolis les faux dieux, et mon culte 

épuré 

de ma grandeur naissante est le 

premier degré. 

Ne me reproche point de tromper ma 

patrie; 

je détruis sa faiblesse et son 

idolâtrie: 

sous un roi, sous un dieu je viens la 

réunir: 

et, pour la rendre illustre, il la faut 

asservir. 

[…] 

 

Oui; je connais ton peuple, il a 

besoin d’erreur; 

ou véritable ou faux, mon culte est 

nécessaire. 
Que t’ont produit tes dieux? quel 

bien t’ont-ils pu faire 

quels lauriers vois-tu croître au pied 

de leurs autels? 

Ta secte obscure et basse avilit les 

mortels, 

énerve le courage et rende l’homme 

stupide; 

la mienne élève l’âme et la rende 

intrépide. 

Ma loi fait des héros.  

 

 

 

Le fanatisme II, 5  

(noroade făr-obiceiuri, credinţă, 

stăpânători), 

ei de legi nesăvârşite stătură 

întocmitori; 

eu viu dup-atâtea veacuri să schimb 

aste groase legi, 

aduc un jug mult mai nobil la 

neamuri, noroade-ntregi. 

A mea curata credinţă, zeii 

mincinoşi surpând, 

îmi statornicează slava pe care o vezi 

crescând. 

Nu îmi amăgesc eu ţara, precum vrei 

a-mi împuta, 

ci-i dărapăn slăbiciunea ş-idolatria 

sa. 

Subt un împărat, credinţă, eu viu ca 

să unesc; 

şi ca s-o fac strălucită, trebuie să o 

robesc.  

[…] 
Dar. Eu îţi cunosc norodul şi sânt 

toţi priimitori 

de amăgiri, rătăcire, fără de care 

nu pot. 

Adevărată-ori greşită, credinţa 

mea peste tot 

este prea de trebuinţă: neamuri o 

au cunoscut. 
Dumnezeii tăi ce bine sau ce folos ţi-

au făcut? 

Pre lâng-ale lor altare ce laure vezi 

crescând? 

Eresul tău fără slavă pe muritori 

împilând, 

dezbărbătează-ndrăzneală şi face pe 

om fricos; 

al meu sufletul înalţă şi îl face 

virtuos: 

eroi face a mea lege. 

 

Fanatismul II, 5 
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12 HELIADE RĂDULESCU 1985, p. 68: «Il traduttore, considerando la figura di Maometto troppo debole, 
troppo modesta rispetto a quella di Omar perché, con il rimorso, viene allontanato l’odio dall’anima del 
lettore e si ispira in lui qualche forma di compassione, ha voluto conservare fino alla fine con i versi 
seguenti il suo carattere sanguinario». 
13 Il testo di questa aggiunta, curiosamente, non compare nell’edizione critica precedente di Fanatismul 
contenuta in POPOVICI 1939. 
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14 HELIADE RĂDULESCU 1985, p. 69: «L’ho perduta!... Si lasci morire qualsiasi sventurato | che osi 
rivoltarsi con un pensiero degno di condanna. | Solo il sangue può uccidere le antiche usanze | e la 
morte serra la bocca a chi protesta ribellandosi. | La coscienza?... è la battaglia per le nullità | nate per 
non vedere esaudito nessun loro disegno: | Satana è lieto in eterno, perché in eterno e con successo | 
ha saputo non asservirsi a questa abitudine paurosa. | La legge non mi condanna perché solo io la creo, 
|e a chi mormora posso dare la pace fulminandolo. –| Palmira, creatura a me cara! tu potevi ancora 
vivere, | solo la tua morte ha potuto rendermi umile nel mondo… | Ma, se è arrivata al mio pensiero, io 
nulla ho perduto: | l’ambizione non conosce legami eterni. | La strada più rapida verso la gloria su 
questa terra | molto spesso si dirige anche attraverso il luogo più santo; |e tramite il cuore di padre 
essa trova la sua strada – Se te ne allontani, l’hai persa; distruggila e crea il tuo luogo… | sulla mia 
strada la morte mi precede, | e sulle sue vittime sono passato trionfatore. | Per ripulire l’Arabia dalle 
falsità che la infestano, | era necessario creare una qualsiasi religione; | e la mia religione sarà sempre 
utile al mondo | fino a quando non ne verrà un’altra che la farà cadere; | allora essa perirà, forse, ma 
non perirà la mia gloria: | il tempo in eterno la onorerà e ne avrà timore. | Se ho infestato il mondo, ho 
compiuto il mio dovere: | la mia gloria più grande è di averlo potuto fare. | Sfortunati sono coloro che 
ingannano se stessi.| Io, come legislatore, dovevo renderla più dura. | È degno della propria schiavitù 
colui che vuole essere schiavo; | degno è di inganno chi vuole ingannarsi. | Ogni religione ha avuto la 
propria base sulle meraviglie; | meraviglie sono le mie parole, se le ho rese degne di essere credute. | 
Con queste si è santificata la mia legge | e la morte punirà chi non la rispetterà». 
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15 ANGHELESCU 1971, pp. 236-7: «la simbiosi tra l’interesse verso i tormenti interiori, verso il 
sentimento e verso la didattica morale, la “virtù”, non è esclusiva, isolata presso alcuni individui più 
colti e con preoccupazioni educative determinanti. Spesso nella nostra poesia preromantica, il 
sentimentalismo, che offre la tonalità dominante e colora il quadro lirico, appare accompagnato 
dall’idea della virtù, elemento che andrà a compensare le amarezze causate da una sensibilità 
ipertrofica. […] Da tutta la letteratura che viene tradotta in questo periodo, la letteratura, come 
abbiamo visto precedentemente, di orientamento preromantico, è cura dei traduttori estrarre e 
sviluppare gli aspetti di contenuto esemplare, da cui si possa ricavare un insegnamento, che abbiano 
un sostrato etico, morale, patriottico». 
16 ANGHELESCU 1971, pp. 241-2: «Heliade teorizza il principio della letteratura come fattore morale 
che oltrepassa l’interesse del momento etc,. inserendosi all’interno di un classicismo eclettico che ha 
professato con una certa coerenza. I fatti sono noti. Ma si è osservato che queste idee teoretiche, 
classiciste, vengono messe in pratica secondo una concezione sentimentalista, individualista e generale 
al tempo stesso, favorendo in ogni caso una letteratura morale, ma ispirata dalla vita interiore, etc.» 
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17 ANGHELESCU 2001, pp. 66-7: «Verso il 1830 Heliade mostra di dar maggiore attenzione al teatro e 
inizia a cristallizzarsi in lui un’idea maggiormente organica del ruolo di questo nella società […]. In un 
articolo anonimo e senza titolo del luglio 1830 […] egli teorizza per la prima volta la necessità di un 
teatro romeno. Con diplomazia politica, Heliade asserisce che, una volta instaurate la pace e la felicità 
nel Paese “sotto la saggia e buona guida del nostro presidente” (Alexandru Ghica, n.d.T.), la 
popolazione, sfuggita dalle preoccupazioni e dai dolori passati, “ha sentito improvvisamente la 
necessità del teatro…”. […] Heliade vedeva nel teatro “la prima scuola del gusto, della morale e della 
formazione dei costumi” […]. Ma non dimentica nemmeno di attribuire al teatro il ruolo di strumento 
per il raffinamento della lingua, destinata ad occupare il luogo che le spetta per la sua origine 
straordinaria, facendo appello all’orgoglio nazionale, perché il teatro è quel luogo “in cui la lingua si 
abbellisce e si eleva al rango che le spetta e […], ponendosi così a lato delle sue sorelle come una 
giovane fanciulla e ricevendo l’eredità che legittimamente le ha lasciato la madre latina».  
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Abstract: Feasting is one of the ”openings” through which the sacred manifests 
itself in imanence. The essence of feast is not, in itself, accessible to human 
knowledge, only its manifestations are. Therefore, the question to ask is not that of 
what feasting is, but how it is. To be able to grasp feasting in Mircea Eliade’s 
literary works, we have resorted to four of its forms of appearance:  playing, 
theatre, creation and sacred eros. These are acts that have a special potential to 
open up a horizon of significations accessible to the initiated, should the latter 
undertake to decipher the signs and integrate the meaning in their own life.  The 
article refers to Mircea Eliade’s short-stories in which playing, the spectacle, 
artistic creation and metaphysical love are particularly noticeable, not as mere 
occurrences but, rather, as festive instances circumscribing a festive chronotope. 
Eliade’s Romanian proses tackled here are: Podul (The Bridge), Adio!...(Goodbye), 
Uniforme de general (Two Generals’ Uniforms), Șarpele (The Serpent) and La 
țigănci (With the Gypsy Girls). 
Key words: feast, feasting, ceremonial spectacle, playing, chronotope, festive 
instances, Mircea Eliade, the sacred as hierophanic, the sacred as kratofanic 
 

The presence 

                                                 
1 Martin Heidegger, Etre et Temps, Authentica, 1985, § 7, p. 13. 
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1 In Romanian it was translated as the Nostalgia of Origins, Mircea Eliade, Nostalgia originilor, 
translated by Cezar Baltag, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 1994. 
2 Cf. Martin Heidegger, „Bâtir, habiter, penser” in Essais et conférences, Gallimard, 1958, p. 176. 
3 Henry Corbin,  Avicenne et le récit visionnaire, Verdier, 1999, p. 42. 
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1 M.Eliade, Nostalgia originilor, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 1994, p. 102. 
2 Roger Caillois, , Omul și sacrul, Nemira, Publishing House, Bucharest, 1997, p. 107. 
3 M Eliade,Nostalgia originilor, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 1994, p. 93. 
4 Paul P. Drogeanu, Practica fericirii. Fragmente despre sărbătoresc, Eminescu Publishing House, 
Bucharest, 1985, p. 14. 
5 M., Eliade, Sacrul și profanul, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 1995, p. 70. 
6 Harvey Cox,  La fête des fous, Éditions du Seuil, Paris, 1971, p. 23., translation mine.  
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1 M. Eliade,., Nostalgia originilor, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 1994, p. 22., translation mine 
2 Translated as The Old Man and the Bureaucrats 
3 Johan Huizinga, Homo ludens, Humanitas Publishing House, Bucharest, 2002. 
4 Jean Henriot, Le jeu, Presses Universitaires de France, 1969.  
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1 Roger Caillois, Les jeux et les hommes. Le masque et le vertige, Editions Gallimard, Paris, 1967. 
2 Jacques Rigaud, La culture pour vivre, Editions Gallimard, 1975. 
3See Fernandez, Veer, Lastovicka, the article  
http://www.acrwebsite.org/volumes/v34/500793_100498_v1.pdf 
4 Ștefan Borbély, Proza fantastică a lui Mircea Eliade. Complexul gnostic, Editura Biblioteca Apostrof, 
Cluj-Napoca, 2003, p. 56. 
5 Mircea Eliade, Șarpele, în La țigănci și alte povestiri, Editura pentru literatură, București, 1969, p. 183.  
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1 Cf. Edmund Husserl : Gesammelte Werke, Band XXIII, Phantasie, Bildbewusstsein Erinnerung. Zur 
Phänomenologie der anschaulichen Vergegenwärtigungen, Textes aus dem nachlass (1898-1925), 
Herausgegeben von Eduard Marbach, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, The Hague, 1980, p. 510-516. 
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1 Mircea Eliade,  Adio!…, în În curte la Dionis, Editura Cartea Românească, București, 1981, p. 173. 
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1 V. Jankélévitch, Le Je-ne-sais-quoi et le Presque-rien. La Volonté de vouloir, Seuil, Points, 1980, p. 42. 
2 Mircea Eliade, Încercarea labirintului, 1990, Editura Dacia, Cluj-Napoca, p. 85. 
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Abstract: Starting from the hypothesis that the Romanian language and its 
synonymic system was strongly influenced by Slavic languages, and accepted 
many terms of Slavic origin to double the already existing ones, the present paper 
aims at highlighting both the special role played by this linguistic influence and 
the opposition between the exotic and non-exotic character of the Slavic words in 
synonymic series. This implies, before the proper approach, a brief presentation of 
synonymy-as a microsystem, together with some aspects of its terminology. The 
systemic character of the synonyms, in any language, was noticed and analysed by 
many linguists, starting with E. Coseriu, N. Chomsky, J. Filipec, R. A. Budgov etc. In 
what terminology is concerned, there was a real explosion of new words naming 
the same linguistic fact or construction, such as: synonymic 
series/group/pairs/doublets/chain/string. On the other hand, some of the newly 
formed words, although exotic, were accepted, but others, maybe too exotic, such 
as: synonymic derivation, ornamental synonyms, intensifying synonyms etc. could 
not be imposed in linguistics. The paper will show that the Slavic influence upon 
the Romanian vocabulary, especially upon the synonymy, cannot be neglected, 
and allows its study to be performed from different perspectives, depending on the 
instances, series in which the Slavic terms occur. 
Key words: synonymic system, series of synonyms, Slavic terms, exoticism, 
bilingualism 
 
Fără
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        S 

           unde: S = sistem 

           Ss1…...……………Ssn                 Ss = subsistem 

                                     Ms = microsistem 

   Ms1……..Msn        Ms1….…….Msn      T = termen 

             

           T1…..Tn T1… Tn    T1…..Tn    T1…..Tn 

 

Sau :  

SSs1^Ss2 

Ss1Ms1^Msn 

SsnMs1^Msn 

Ms1T1^Tn 

MsnT1^Tn 

Ms1T1^Tn 

            MsnT1^Tn 
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Spre exemplu,           c1                          c2 

   a îndrăzni (sl)           a cuteza(sl) 

            S1- a prinde curaj(C1+C2)     C2<->C1 – S2 

S2- a  se însufleţi(C1)             C2<-> C1- S3 

 S3- a se încumeta (C1)           C2<->C1-S4 

 S4- a avea curajul(C1+C2) 

 S5- a permite(C1+C2) 

            S6- a pofti(C1) 

 

                                                 
1 Apud M., Kiraly, Sinonimia substantivelor în limbile rusă şi română, Bucureşti, 1974 
2 O., Vinţeler,  Consideraţii asupra sinonimiei, în “Studii“ II, Dej,  1980, p.157 
3 Cf. J., Filipec, Česka synonymu z hlediska stylistiku a leksikologie, Praga, 1961, p.198 
4 Cf. R., A., Budagov, Sravnitel’no-semasiologičeskijé issledovanija,  Moscova, 1963, p.8 şi p.9 
5 R. Carnap, Meaning and Synonymity in Natural Languages, în „Philosophical Studies”, VI, 1955, Nr. 1-
6. 
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boier<boljarinŭ, stăpân<stopanŭ (stare socială); maică<maĭka, 

nevastă<nevĕsta (familie); gât<ghĭtŭ, obraz<obrazŭ (părţi ale corpului), 

puscă<puška, sabie<sablja (armată); ciocan<čokan, cleşte<klĕšta, 

cumpănă<kopona (obiecte); poftă<pohoti, smântână<smętana (hrană); 

brazdă<brazda, ogor<ugar, plug<plugŭ, snop<snopŭ (agricultură); ceas<časŭ, 

veac<vĕkŭ, vârstă<vrŭsta, vreme<vrěme (timp); boală<bolĭ, rană< rana 

(medicină); deal<dělŭ, nisip<nasŭpŭ, praf<prahŭ, trăsni<tresnoti (natură); 

cocoş< kokoši, raţă<rěco, vrabie<vrabij (faună); colindă<kolęda, 

Hristos<Hristosŭ, sfânt< svetŭ, slavă<slava (cuvinte creştine şi bisericeşti). 

-adjectivele: calic<calica, drag<dragŭ, mândru<modŭrŭ, prost<prostŭ, 

rumen<ruměnŭ, sărac<sirakŭ, zdravăn<sudravinŭ, blajin<blaženŭ, dârz<  drŭzŭ. 

-verbele: clipi<klepati, coborî<pogorŭ, dărui<darovati, plescăi<pliskani (acţiuni 

concrete); iubi<ljubiti, îndrăzni<drŭznoti, pofti<pohotěti, smuci<smučak, zgârci< 

šugrŭciti (acţiuni abstracte); găti<gatoti, roboti<rabotati. 

-adverbele: aievea<prepoziţia a + v.sl.javě (pe faţă, evident);  împotriva< protivo, 

îndeosebi<osobĭ (separat), iute < ljute, prea< pre, ba ,da etc. 

-interjecţiile: iaca < jako, iată < eto. 

 

                                                 
6 M., Avram, M., Sala,  Faceţi cunoştinţă cu limba română, Editura Echinox, Cluj, 2001, p. 68-69 
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7 Vezi Gh. Mihăilă, Împrumuturi vechi sud-slave în limba română, EARSR, Bucureşti, 1960, p. 239-240 
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8 O. Vinţeler, Probleme de sinonimie,  EŞE, Bucureşti, 1983,  pp.72-92. 
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Figura spiritului creator. Eseuri by Eugen Negrici,  

Editura Cartea Românească, București, 2014; 
(The Figure of the Creative Spirit. Essays by Eugen Negrici,  

Cartea Românească Publishing House, Bucharest, 2014)  

 

On Creativity 
  
Abstract: Eugen Negrici sets out to detect and analyse the constitutive mechanisms 

of the creative process, indeed of the creative mind per se. His approach is both 

diachronic and synchronic, as he equally looks at primordial instantiations of 

creativity and at contemporary modes of artistic production, namely contemporary 

literature. 

Key words: creative spirit; primordial vs. elaborate paradigms; rigour vs. the 

esoteric; multiplication vs. uniqueness. 

 

In his book The Figure of the 

Creative Spirit published in 2014, 

Eugen Negrici, literary critic and 

literature Professor at the 

University of Bucharest looks at 

the intricate constitutive 

mechanisms of what he labels the 

creative spirit. In so doing, Negrici 

painstakingly dismembers all the 

minute interstices of the creative 

process and looks into the arcane 

nooks and crannies of the creative 

mind per se.  
It is within paradigms that have 

stood the test of time that Negrici 

operates in discerning and 

analysing the genesis of creativity. 

He uses primordial elements such 

as iconographies of the Sun and the 

Moon in pre-Christian cultures, he 

then subsequently moves on to 

Christian elements and the 

hermeneutics thereof, to eventually 

reach the plateau of exclusively 

aesthetic creation, more 

specifically literature. A thorough 

delving into, one might say 

hacking into the esoteric is 

apparent here. Negrici quite 

adeptly notices the diachronically 

valid instantiation of, say, the 

mailto:anemona1002000@yahoo.com
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Moon as trigger for creativity with 

early poets: 

”It is quite odd to remark how the 

celestial body of the dark triggers 

the same kind of vision, over 

centuries, in the imagination of 

Romanian writers, even though at 

times the didactic spirit overrides 

all and the text merely transcribes 

thought”:  

Let us move on now, from the big 

light to the small one, from the Sun 
to the Moon, from the lit vase to the 

chosen vase, from Peter to Paul”. 

(Negrici quoting – palimpsestically 

– the writings of Antim – (Negrici, 

2013: 44) 

All this is, therefore, a constant, 

arguably immobile triggering 

process that the Moon and the 

dissolute space of the night offer to 

writers over the centuries. A 

caveat, though: all this might just 

as well develop into cliché, which 

is a dead-end to all writers. Negrici 

provides counter-examples of that, 

whereby authors had a narrow 

escape from cliché. 

Moving on diachronically to full-

fledged Christianity, Negrici 

acknowledges the quintessential 

impact of the FIRST and 

FOREMOST CREATION, THE 

Creation, that of God´s creation of 

the world. Negrici notes: ”In 

another sermon destined to 
eulogize The Virgin, I was to come 

across, quite surprisingly so, a 

Laus domini, nonetheless 

splendour-laden, by its grandiose 

vision of creativity: ”However 
God, Who by one word only has 

made and built all things visible 

and unseen, by His absolute 
omnipotence, to make stars more 

luminescent than the ones shining 
in the sky and a Moon more adept 

than the one that counsels us at 

night and a Sun brighter than this 

one”. (Negrici quoting the writings 
of Antim).  

The enumeration thereof, 

conceived as a broad display of 

divine omnipotence, quite lengthy 

– which might be interpreted as a 

crisis of stylistic balance – is not in 

the least arbitrary. It supports, in 

fact, an old portrayal artifice”. 

(Negrici, 2013: 45). Negrici´s 

exegesis that turns plethora into 

effectiveness is truly remarkable.  

Negrici also looks into what he 

names modes of production 
regarding the creative process. 

What he finds salient here is the 

fragile relationship between 

multiplication (of a pattern) on the 

one hand and uniqueness on the 

other hand. Creativeness, he 

argues, lies somewhere in the in-

between space thereof. 

The author is equally concerned 

with issues of accuracy, of 

precision, which would be at 

epistemological odds with genuine, 

sheer creativeness on the spur of 

the moment, with what the 

Romantics called inspiration, being 
inspired. A writer´s true calling – 

and craftsmanship – is that of 

eskewing this dichotomy. Rigour, 

Negrici argues, is not necessarily 

pernicious to the process of 

writing, it, on the contrary, can add 

to creativeness per se.  

Out of these frail, yet forceful 

dichotomous balances there 

emerges the creative spirit of the 

writer in all its understated 

splendour. 
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Geneza formei în literatura lui E. Lovinescu, vol. I-II, by Antonio Patraș.  

Institutul European, Iași, 2013;  
(The Writer and His Shadow. The Genesis of Form in E. Lovinescu’s Literature, 

vol. I-II by Antonio Patraș) 
Institutul European Publishing House, Iași, 2013) 

 
The Genesis of Form and the Creation of  ”Shadow”  
in Lovinescu’s Literature

 
Abstract: Antonio Patraș, an academic at the University of Iași, with a special 

concern for the literature of Romanian critics, has seized the emblematic value of 

rescuing the genesis of form in the literary works of the great Romanian interwar 

critic Eugen Lovinescu (1881-1943). 

A Lovinescu mediated by his own fiction writings obliges to a new outlook on his 

overall work. Antonio Patraș employs the word shadow when he speaks about this 

other type of creation which has been holding so far a secondary place. The theory 

of progress through imitation, capitalized by Lovinescu, actually is a response to 

his inner impelling forces to succumb to nostalgia and compensate them with will. 

Key words: criticism, ideology, genesis of ideas, the literature of the critics, Eugen 

Lovinescu  

 

As a reflection of his interest in 

tracing back Eugen Lovinescu’s 

genesis of ideas, Antonio Patraș 

has discovered a gold-vein with the 

proven effect of a paradigm. 
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Antonio Patraș (b. 1973), an 

academic at the University of Iași, 

with a special concern for the 

literature of Romanian critics, has 

seized the emblematic value of 

rescuing the genesis of form in the 

literary works of the great 

Romanian interwar critic Eugen 

Lovinescu (1881-1943). So far this 

aspect has been dismissed as 

irrelevant, outdated or pointless for 

the apprehension of Eugen 

Lovinescu.  

The result, attested by Antonio 

Patraș’s book, is surprising. 

Antonio Patraș is convinced of the 

fact that the access to the most 

mysterious, covert side of 

Lovinescu goes only through 

Lovinescu’s fiction. This is a 

revelatory gesture. It is unexpected 

as other critical investigations of 

Patraș have aimed at the history of 

critical ideas. The emergent image 

of Lovinescu was reliable and well-

founded. But now, with this book, 

we assist at a strategic twist in the 

reception of Eugen Lovinescu’s 

works of literary criticism. A 

Lovinescu mediated by his own 

fiction writings obliges to a new 

outlook on his overall work. This 

way, even the most reluctant reader 

of Lovinescu’s fiction is indebted 

to give it a new session of reading.  

As far as his formation was 

concerned, Lovinescu achieved it 

as long as he was building himself 

as a cultural ideologue of the new 

artistic movements. This was valid 

also for his fellow writers, 

defenders of modernism, and 

opponents of traditionalism. Since 

Antonio Patraș is aware of the key 

role played by Lovinescu’s 

formation, he begins his argument 
by insisting on every landing of 

formation in Lovinescu’s case.  

For example, Patraș narrates with 

talent certain aspects of 

Lovinescu’s biography. But he 

does not choose at random. He 

chooses the very aspects which 

inlay symbolically a universe with 

a crucial role for Lovinescu’s 

works: the universe of Lovinescu’s 

fiction, gauged by its very creator 

after a prolonged period of 

exercises in other genres. Patraș’s 

idea is an idea worth-following in 

other cases, too. How are the most 

decisive and intimate ideas formed, 

for a great critic who is also a 

writer of fiction? Mobilized by 

imagination, aren’t they the true 

engine of critical vision, springing 

from the nucleus of his fiction? 

 Unlike the case of the interwar 

critic George Călinescu, whose 

novels were not behind his works 

of criticism, as far as his reception 

was concerned, for Eugen 

Lovinescu’s reception of his 

overall work, his novels and other 

attempts to write fiction used to be 

placed in a secondary position. 

Antonio Patraș employs the word 

shadow when he speaks about this 

other type of creation which has 

been holding so far a secondary 

place. The theory of progress 

through imitation, capitalized by 

Lovinescu, actually is a response to 

his inner impelling forces to 

succumb to nostalgia. It is through 

will that the interwar critic found 

compensation to these drives. 

Lovinescu’s novels have been 

dismissed as ”passéiste”, idealizing 

the past in an unjustified way, but, 

loosely, they allowed also an 

aesthetical approach, approach 

from which Lovinescu never 

dissented. 
That is why Patraș reads 

Lovinescu’s other genre than 
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criticism through an aesthetic 

framework and not through a 

cultural ideological one. If 

someone reads Lovinescu’s 

literature free from the theoretical 

restriction of criticism there are 

many new things to be highlighted. 

As Patraș says, what unifies all the 

visions on Lovinescu’s literature is 

the concept of melodrama. 

Actually, of ”melodrama-novel”. 

Patraș studies and describes this 

concept in all its details. It is, of 

course, a concept associated with 

obsoleteness, but which brings 

about the possibility to write a 

complex new poetics, with meta-

textual feelers.  

As a historiographer of Romanian 

bourgeois culture, Lovinescu could 

not do otherwise but systematize 

(along with other things) the 

psychological and sexual substrata 

of the melodramatic reservoir of 

Romanian literature. There is 

nothing uncommon in this attitude, 

because Lovinescu thinks that 

literature should ”adequately 

translate the complicated life of 

feelings”. Young Lovinescu, as it is 

known, had tried his inspiration in 

theatre. Writing theatre proved to 

be a failure for him. That is why 

prose writing seemed to have 

rekindled the hope of a writer who 

believed in the systematic take-off 

of the melodramatic element.  

The originality of Lovinescu’s 

novels, Patraș thinks, consists of 

the ”insolitation” of the procedure. 

By this device the Russian 

formalists saw the way in which an 

artistic consciousness was formed. 

This procedure is valid especially 

for Lovinescu’s novel of the third 

decade of the 20
th
 century.  Things 

get more nuanced as Patraș’s 

analyses pass from one novel to 

another. The style of Patraș is also 

important; it is always a colloquial 

style, with the leisure of living up 

to the intellectual ideas in it. In this 

substantial study, Patraș proves that 

the literature of the critics does 

contain keys and secrets that are 

out of sight for a very pragmatic 

view. The author of this book 

invites us to see the very way in 

which literature crystalizes the 

much too abstract ideas of cultural 

ideology. At the end of this study, 

written with a unique passion, and 

empathy, one may have the feeling 

of not having read correctly the 

literature of Lovinescu in the frame 

of the previous reception.  

But from now on, Lovinescu’s 

literature as a whole may pass onto 

another stage of evaluation from 

the point of view of criticism, and 

so may the entire system of 

criticism developed by Lovinescu, 

as an essential system for 

Romanian and European culture.  
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Modernismul retro în romanul românesc interbelic by Paul Cernat,  
Editura Art, Bucureşti, 2009; 

(Retro Modernism in Romanian Interwar Novel by Paul Cernat,  
Art Publishing House, Bucharest, 2009) 

Abstract: Paul Cernat’s theories are crystalized around the idea of a Romanian 

interwar modernism reformed with an eye on its former Belle Époque aestheticism. 

Although this book on 'retro modernism' has no radical intentions to redefine 

certain concepts, it manages to reshape our imaginary intimacy with some 

characters from the most familiar Romanian novels of modernity. All the chosen 

interwar novels on Cernat’ list have some of the main characters trapped between 

two worlds. However, it is not the critic’s list that is important here, but the critic’s 

light. The protagonists mentally indulge in the world of the past, for instance the 

end of the 19
th
 century and thus they cannot be fully absorbed into their (interwar) 

present with its changes. In congruence with the topic of the book, the retro 

element, the light chosen by the critic is the penumbrae in which the subtle 

movements of a staged choreography are melted. 

Key words: retro, Modernism, Romanian interwar literature, la Belle Époque, 

reception of literary works 
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Modernismul retro în romanul 

românesc interbelic (Retro 
Modernism in Romanian Interwar 

Novel) by Paul Cernat has a narrow 

list of chosen novels, therefore the 

critic’s intention to redefine (the 

long debated) Romanian 

modernism is out of question. 

However, it is not the critic’s list 

that is important here, but the 

critic’s light. As readers, we 

inherently develop a different type 

of familiarity with the characters 

belonging to the canonical novels 

of Romanian interwar literature.  

Paul Cernat’s list of authors and 

literary works contains some of the 

most studied novels in textbooks, 

syllabi, curricula, within different 

ages of readings. The proses 

supporting the theory of retro-

modernism are: Adela, by Garabet 

Ibrăileanu, Enigma Otiliei by 

George Călinescu, La Medeleni by 

Ionel Teodoreanu and Craii de 

Curtea-Veche by Mateiu Caragiale, 

along with Sadoveanu’s Locul 

unde nu s-a întâmplat nimic, Cezar 

Petrescu’s Oraș patriarhal, and 

Mircea Eliade’s Domnișoara 
Christina and Nuntă în cer. The 

characters of these interwar novels 

have had a parallel life beyond the 

pages of the books they belong to, 

due to the abundant interpretations 

they have been exposed to. They 

are the literary characters who have 

been studied from every angle. 

However, the fundamental studies 

about these novels, with essential 

shifts of perceptions, are not very 

many. One such book is Nicolae 

Manolescu’s Arca lui Noe (Noah’s 
Ark), quoted by Paul Cernat.  

There is a certain joy of discovery 

within the critical act which may 
be the guiding light of the critic 

Paul Cernat. The effect is amazing. 

It is through this proper light and 

proper staging that we have come 

to understand the characters better.  

In congruence with the topic of the 

book, the retro element, the light 

chosen by the critic is the 

penumbrae in which the subtle 

movements of a staged 

choreography are melted. The critic 

rebuilds our intimacy with some of 

the Romanian novels of modernity 

on different grounds. This is what 

makes the book excellent. He 

makes the secrets of the characters 

more available to us. 

Yet, at the same time, we, the 

readers of Paul Cernat’s book, do 

not have a feeling of owning the 

secret of Otilia, of Olguța or of 

Wanda. They continue to be the 

mysterious women whose secrets 

are sealed in the pages of the books 

they belong to. But we have seen 

them, through the act of 

interpretation, in the new light 

which suits them so much better.  

Paul Cernat undertakes the 

complexity of criticism in all it said 

and unsaid elements. The analyses 

of the literary works are not essays. 

They are careful scenographies, 

where the characters reveal more. 

Too much day light would have 

been improper, but too much dark 

would have made them 

undistinguishable. 

Retro Modernism is a very narrow 

concept, too tightly attached to 

many others, like decadence, fin-

de-siècle, and passéisme. Paul 

Cernat’s knowledge in the field of 

theories of criticism is unbeatable. 

The first chapter of the book brings 

solid arguments which account for 

a very good re-evaluation of the 

literary epoch.  
All the interwar chosen novels 

have some of their main characters 
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trapped between two worlds. They 

mentally indulge in the world of 

the past, for instance the end of the 

19
th
 century and thus they cannot 

be fully absorbed into their 

(interwar) present with its changes. 

The former regime was perceived 

as better, with better institutions, 

more economical stability etc.  

But this idealization of the past is 

possible in the mentioned novels 

through an umbilical connection of 

the characters to all the retro stage 

props and scenery surrounding 

them, to their public spaces and to 

their private spaces.  

From all these tiny elements, 

unseen so far, the critic –very keen 

on knowing his way into the ideas 

circulating in the epoch–recreates 

the specific fin de siècle perfume 

and nostalgia. In fact, there is a joy 

for every detail in the act of 

criticism, sometimes bordering a 

certain utopian dimension. 

We decipher into this book by Paul 

Cernat the necessity to turn the act 

of criticism into something more. 

Simple theories are not enough; 

one must acknowledge their 

limitations, however seductive they 

might be. We sense into the voice 

of critic the voice of a child 

fascinated with the universe of La 

Medeleni, for instance. It is the 

very joy crying out for expression, 

crying to get a shape of its own. It 

is not something that the young but 

mature critic should forget. It is the 

utopia of criticism that makes us 

dream, makes us want more, and 

finally it is this utopia that gives us 

a different communion with the 

intentions of the writer and with 

the non-intentions, in a word with 

the fascinating book of fiction 

standing there before us.  

This utopia of criticism that is 

present in Paul Cernat’s book is the 

utopia of the perfect transparency 

of the reader. By the vivid 

animation of ideas, by the complex 

highlights system and the stages 

choreography, by the very known 

system of the theory of criticism, 

the critic attempts an act where the 

reader, as being so transparent, can 

be taken into a shadow corner of 

the world explained and participate 

to all the spectacles revealed by the 

characters themselves from that 

corner. It is not that the reader will 

understand more, because no more 

things will be explained to him or 

to her. But it is sure that the reader 

will have a different communion 

with the scenery of the novel and 

will be there with a different joy. 

We may call this an exotic trip into 

another epoch.  

The book reveals so many new 

things about old novels as it is 

grounded on a genuine intimacy 

with modernity.  

Modernity means also a time when 

characters – unlike the migrating 

postmodern paper characters – 

were so much absorbed into an 

intimacy with their contexts that 

they could not be taken out of it, 

without losing the air they 

breathed.  

A voyage into the world of a 

recreated retro-modernism 

retrieves a temporal dimension of 

exoticism. 
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Rereading Literary Geographies 
 
 
Abstract: Andreea Răsuceanu has the ambition to embark on an imaginary voyage 

through Mircea Eliade’s interwar Bucharest, thus revealed as an abstruse 

labyrinthine system which makes up a system of analogies. The hermeneutic 

outcome of this system of analogies and crossroads is one of the most interesting, 

overlapping symbolic geography to biographical routes. This is the city which 

seems to have left lingering scars on the writer and wounds inside from which he 

was never quite cured, as attested by Eliade’s memoires and by his diary. Andreea 

Răsuceanu grasps the very way in which architectonic, industrial, political and 

psychological aspects or other urbane features ply together to the invention of a 

complex narrativity. 

Key words: interwar Bucharest, Mircea Eliade, literary geography, esoteric 

literature, urban space 
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Even if they are less noted than 

Mircea Eliade’s works on the 

history of religions and religious 

ideas, Mircea Eliade’s books of 

literature continue to hold an 

electrifying attraction for readers 

who have known them or simply 

discover them.  

Bucharest, a city-universe, even 

nowadays preserving its share of 

mystery, especially to a Westerner, 

is the metropolis from whose flesh 

the bulk of Eliade’s imaginary 

world gets nourished. This is the 

city which seems to have left 

lingering scars on the writer and 

wounds inside from which he was 

never quite cured. It is a fact 

attested by Eliade’s memoires and 

by his diary.  

Andreea Răsuceanu has the 

ambition to embark on an 

imaginary voyage through Mircea 

Eliade’s interwar Bucharest. It is 

revealed as an effervescent 

metropolis, which offers, through a 

weird contemplation, the gateway 

to complex emotions. For Eliade, 

all these emotions are absorbed 

into the cipher-book type of 

literature, specific to him. There is 

certain amplitude in his esoteric 

literature, even the tiniest details 

are seized by a cipher. Within a 

classification into types of fiction, 

Eliade’s literature would rank 

above many others as one of the 

most bizarre illustrations through 

its kaleidoscope of sensations and 

experiments swarming happily in a 

game of imagination and of the 

mind.  

Bucharest is thus revealed as an 

abstruse labyrinthine system which 

makes up a system of analogies. 
This renders subtle connections at 

all levels, making an overall subtle 

depiction of Bucharest. Andreea 

Răsuceanu grasps the very way in 

which architectonic, industrial, 

political and psychological aspects 

or other urbane features ply 

together to the invention of a 

complex narrativity. 

An aspect which confers an alert 

rhythm to Mircea Eliade’s 

narration is provided by the 

innovations of modernity. Speed, 

progress and socio-economical 

transformations get multiple 

symbolic facets in his literary 

writings.  Furthermore, they will 

make transparent the very 

constituency of Eliade’s fiction 

urban space and of its symbols. 

Therefore, the whole symbolic 

geography shall overlap the 

biographical geography, and the 

hermeneutic outcome shall be one 

of the most interesting, as reflected 

in Andreea Răsuceanu’s book.  

The configuration of a sensory 

completeness in all of Eliade’s 

literary writings is an important 

feature to be followed. Andreea 

Răsuceanu thinks that Eliade’s 

urban geography is always marked 

by synaesthesia, and this in turn is 

iconic for the logical and 

organizational fundaments of a 

landmark-space. The author of the 

book on Eliade persuades the 

readers that Eliade’s heroes are 

able to connect to their space both 

outwardly and inwardly. 

Outwardly they do it through the 

geography of a labyrinthine 

Bucharest, always symbolic, never 

linear, while inwardly they resort 

to a strange geography of 

interiority, a hard-to-decipher 

landscape, taking the form of 
failure awareness or of self-

annulment.  
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These configurations are 

accelerated by the presence of 

knots and crossroads, by routes and 

margins, as precise urbane 

boundary markers with magical 

resonances in the hearts of Eliade’s 

heroes. The connections, in turn, 

are always essential in the retrieval 

of an identity. Andreea Răsuceanu 

garnishes all these aspects with 

what she knows in depth. The 

interdisciplinary studies have 

proven to be her specialty even 

since her debut with the book Cele 

două Mântulese (The Two 
”Mântuleasa”s), a study about the 

psychology of image in Eliade’s 

works. In the present volume, 

Bucureștiul lui Mircea Eliade 

(Mircea Eliade’s Bucharest), we 

find out about famous places of 

literary geography which used to 

belong to a whole generation, 

creating a genuine urban 

mythology.  

Andreea Răsuceanu’s analyses take 

a subtle hold of the fantastic 

element. The result is a deeper 

incursion into the most interior 

geographies. The passionate 

readers of Eliade (and of his fellow 

Romanian writers belonging to the 

interwar epoch) have a new 

perspective at disposal through the 

present volume written by Andreea 

Răsuceanu. With this book of an 

alert rhythm and of solid 

interdisciplinary theories, the 

readers can embark in the great 

adventure of deciphering one of the 

most famous imaginary 

constructions in the history of 

Romanian literature.  
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Food and space   
 
Abstract: Studying how people, alias characters, eat and drink in books, allows us 

a better understanding of the intricacy of one’s cultural identity through the 

decoding of the key leading to the significances carried by meals in terms of pattern 

of a culture. The comparison between texts, approaches and ideas should facilitate 

the demonstration of the fact culinary taste is culturally shaped and expresses how 

complex this primary human activity can be and what the dynamic this social 

component can appear at a closer inspection. 

Key words: culinary and consumer identity, spices and senses, semiotics of food 

and cooking space, cultural practices, otherness, relationships 

 
  

The volume of studies entitled 

Gastroselves: Expressing Identity in 
a Hyper-Consumerist Society 

written by the two authors, Magda 

Danciu and Delia-Maria Radu, 

published in 2014 at the Publishing 

House of the University of Oradea 

within the collection Transatlantica, 

is the result of investigations 

presented to several conferences of 

the Cultural Studies work group 

which belongs to the Center for 

Research of the Cultural Changes in 

a Globalized World of the Faculty 

of Letters, University of Oradea. 

Gastroselves includes both a 

theoretical body and a close-reading 

practice on a selection of novels, 

especially since the late 20
th
 

century, mainly from literatures 

written in English. The three 

sections or chapters are preceded by 

an argument, discloses the main 

inspiration source as coming from 

the works of Salman Rushdie, yet 

the selection of investigated works 

covers a wide geographic area 
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(North and South America, Europe, 

Asia). 

The title itself, Gastroselves, 

foregrounds the authors’ attempt to 

provide a fresh perspective on the 

ways identity is shaped in the 

context of consumer society during 

the globalization era. The authors 

also incorporated the marks of 

philological criticism as we find 

space as a category of analysis, 

whereas topos is seen only as an 

environment, with its functional, 

relational and socializing potential. 

The first section of the book is 

apparently the most important one, 

as the two notions defined here can 

be found in almost all the studies: 

food and space. The five articles 

comprised by it scientifically 

highlight the way in which cultural 

studies can resume and deepen 

themes of the theory of literature or 

of comparative literature, 

completing its terminology in order 

to render more accurately the 

dynamics of the cultural 

phenomena. Starting from the 

common theme of man’s 

positioning in society, respectively, 

of any ethnic group against a 

majority different from it, from the 

perspective of the cultural studies 

we are dealing with a 

reconfiguration or intentional 

joining of private (eg. the kitchen) 

and public spaces (eg. the 

restaurant) as practices of identity 

shaping process. 

The interaction between the public 

and the private creates not only 

conflicts, but also illusions or 

positive life experiences. The 

kitchen becomes an Agora of the 

social cell, which redistributes and 

negotiates in this place the 
traditional roles, as the author of the 

study Mediatization of the Senses. 

The Restaurant Critic and His/Her 

Stories convinces us. From another 

perspective, the food ingested and 

its preparation methods become 

embodiments of a set of cultural 

discourses on health or social status.  

The core of the book is called Food 
and Identity. Here, Magda Danciu 

devotes a series of her prose studies 

to the contemporary Scottish fiction 

and tries – through notions such as 

pleasure and leisure food or 

theoretical spices and flavours – to 

describe narrative ways of 

rendering culinary experiences as 

defining ethnical cultural identity. 

Delia Radu’s individual studies 

cover a wide range of literary 

expressions: from the British 

Joanne Harris and Jeanette 

Winterson to the Indian-born 

Canadian Rohinton Mistry.  Her 

presentations fall within literary 

criticism and review tackling 

identity and alterity in various 

media – film and literature, with a 

particular focus on the culinary 

aspect.  

The final chapter of the volume is 

marked by the interdisciplinarity of 

the theoretical approaches, being 

dedicated to culinary practices in 

the epistemological sense. Here the 

authors include studies dealing with 

issues of food semiotics and its 

creolization phenomenon, through 

globalized trade and consummer 

society. The olfactory and visual 

experiences related to nutrition or 

pleasure eating are presented both 

in terms of both cultural studies and 

anthropological perspectives. 

The value of this book lies in the 

fact that it offers an extremely wide 

range of information on and 

approaches of the culinary cultural 
phenomenon, details  meant to stir 

the interest for this line of research 
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on one hand, and for this type of 

fiction on the other hand, a fiction 

that experiments around the 

concepts of national cuisine or 

sensory experiences defining the 

shaping of individual identity. The 

target audience falls into very 

different categories: certain parts of 

the volume are meant for the 

researchers with background 

information in the field of cultural 

studies, others might interest the 

less initiated readers in this topic. 
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Understading Fairy Tales 
 

 

Abstract: Ever since the debut of the research, Bálint Péter defines the leitmotif-like 

feature of the age: “We live the age of tale about tale." This observation is 

completed by the author’s confession with regard to the orientation of his study, 

namely the endeavour for returning to poetics respectively to the hermeneutics of the 

fairy tale. Also, Bálint Péter is aware of the contribution brought to the tale’s 

“body” by each story teller and fairy tale compeller who contributes to its 

circulation.  

Key words: fairy tales, folklore, narrative discourse in storytelling, anthropology of 

fairy tales, phenomenological approach of folklore 
 

 

 

 

 

The Understanding and The 

Interpretation of Fairy Tales. A 

Hermeneutic Research on The 

Tradition of Popular Fairy Tales 

from the Carpathian Basin is the 

title of a recent study signed by its 

author, Bálint Péter. The Hungarian 

writer, a fairy tale theoretician, has 
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the competence required in order to 

approach such a broad and highly 

illustrative subject, the fairy tales 

which prevail within the Carpathian 

chain, by virtue of breaking down 

the cultural distances - as suggested 

by the chosen motto. 

Above all, what triggers the interest 

for reading is the critical method 

with which the author takes the 

sense of his object. With a rigorous 

prudence, he adjusts the properties 

of hermeneutics and the ideas of the 

classics and of the new 

representatives of 

phenomenological philosophy to 

the collection of authentic fairy 

tales, conceiving the specificity of a 

common consciousness within the 

Carpathian space. His vocation 

reveals, both an artistic side 

highlighted through fantasy and the 

expert and consequent scientist. 

The study itself, densely elaborated, 

is well proportioned. The 

theoretical part comprises 

illustrative theses together with 

their demonstration. The 

conclusions drawn by the author are 

accredited through their unanimity 

with the affirmations of certain 

hermeneutic classics. The 

distribution of the theses on 

chapters is due to the categorisation 

of the fairy tales, taking into 

account the following criteria: the 

message, the ethos and the function. 

Hence, the theory is nicely 

counterbalanced with the 

exemplification of the related texts, 

the author specifying, in certain 

cases, even their code from the 

Aarne-Thompson catalogue. 

Ever since the debut of the research, 

Bálint Péter defines the leitmotif-

like feature of the age: “We live the 
age of tale about tale." This 

observation is completed by the 

author’s confession with regard to 

the orientation of his study, namely 

the endeavour for returning to 

poetics respectively to the 

hermeneutics of the fairy tale. This 

is the purpose of The 

Understanding and the 
Interpretation of Fairy Tales... 

The fairy tale, as literary genre, is to 

be justified by means of the cultural 

truth. The researched narrative 

discourses spread some values 

which are emphasized by Bálint 

Péter in the light of 

phenomenology. The role and the 

essence of fairy tales have both 

archaic confluences, but also 

divergences. The sociological 

function and the moral basis are 

carefully analysed, and not 

coincidentally: “at the same time, 

this is an age of doubt", says Bálint 

Péter. Within the chapter: The Story 
Teller as Compensating and 

Archiving Being (A mesemondó 

mint kompenzáló és archiváló lény) 

the Hungarian folklorist, Honti 

János is quoted in order to support 

the overview of the relation 

between the real world and the 

world of tales. He ponders that the 

world of tales is presented as the 

correction of ideas of the real world 

and that it serves as pattern for the 

cosmic, physical and moral order. 

Also, Bálint Péter is aware of the 

contribution brought to the tale’s 

“body” by each story teller and 

fairy tale compeller who contributes 

to its circulation. There are two 

definitions in mutual 

correspondence brought to the 

folkloric values of the tale: one 

from J. Derrida – “the tale] does not 

represent only the theory of the 

memory but of the archive as well” 
respectively the other one from O. 

Marquard - the folklore is 
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developed by means of the 

inflorescence of the modern culture 

of persistence. 

Browsing the first chapters, in the 

third one, the author makes a sort of 

brief monograph of the folklorist J. 

Honti, bringing some of his works 

in the spotlights. In the subtitle: 

Pursuing Honti's Spiritual Legacy, 

Bálint Péter establishes the profile 

of the one whose ideas he invokes 

in the rest of the study. Starting 

from the fourth chapter begins the 

substantial practical part of the 

study. This chapter deals with 

issues of spiritualism of which main 

point is represented by curses. The 

comments of the folklorist are 

extended also over the oral role of 

the uttered texts and over the 

sophisticated methods of breaking 

the curse bondage. This device is 

correlated with metaphysical and 

religious concepts, such as: the sin 

or the inbred sinful existence - 

seemingly, all of them get in the 

ascertaining inertia of the E. 

Lévinas’ affirmation (inserted at the 

end of the chapter): “the forgiven 

existence is not an innocent 

existence.” In the following 

chapters, the study flow of Bálint 

Péter brings at least one example of 

narrative discourse for each 

category of fairy tale: The 

representation in the fairy tale of 
the relation: I Was – I Am (The 

Hermeneutics of Fairy Tale about 

the Boy/the "Cursed" Hedgehog); 

Tale within Tale: The Hermeneutics 

of Duplicity (in “the Labyrinth” of 
Memory and Language); The 

Aspects of Mother’s Death in the 

Popular Fairy Tale; The 
Phenomenology of Orphanhood 

and of Horror; The Silence and 
Assuming the Responsibility in the 

Popular Fairy Tale; The 

Hermeneutics of Permanence, 

Continuity and Solitude; The 
Charming and Covetous Glimpse; 

To Be Seen and to Be Understood 
(the Phenomenology of the 

Portrait/Image in the Fairy Tale); 

The Representation of the Ethics of 
Responsibility in the Popular Fairy 

Tale; Death in Fairy Tales such as 

“My Buddy, Death”; When You 
Call the Stick Gun (The Rhetorical 

Conflict between the Gypsy and the 
Priest). I reminded between 

brackets, the example conveyed by 

the author, only where I considered 

that it has an increasing importance. 

Perhaps, what surprises in these 

essays are the versatility and the 

interdisciplinary approach. The 

author establishes the interrogations 

referring to the portrait of the 

stereotypical hero from the tale, his 

unilateral features, respectively his 

passivity. It is called in question 

also the relation between the 

protagonist and a possible deus ex-

machina (Latin, “god from the 

machine”), knowing that the star of 

destiny belongs with the poetics of 

fairy tale. The importance with 

regard to facts of the logos is 

another paradigmatic aspect 

emphasized by Bálint Péter. The 

cause which underlies the sorceries 

which have as finality the 

metamorphosis in different 

zoological-fabled avatars is also 

checked. 

Although the notoriety of the fairy 

tale might have closed for a while 

new openings towards research to 

the folklorist-anthropologists, 

Bálint Péter does his part in an 

excellent fashion. His study gives 

the sensation of rowing down the 

valley, until the deepness of the last 
argument in favour of the analysed 

discourse. He follows out a strong 
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and varied bibliography of names 

such as: Derrida, Lévinas, Foucault, 

Bachelard, Propp, Eliade, Honti, 

Kerényi. Therefore, there are lots of 

reasons for which we hope that the 

outcome of Bálint Péter’s struggle 

in the folkloric field find its way in 

the bookish circuit of ideas. 
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Reloading Utopia…  
 
Abstract: The book "A Poetics of Utopia" by Mircea Crăciun constructs itself as a 

solid and intriguing study, the author revealing himself as a gifted and plenty-

documented researcher. Mircea Crăciun would recharge some hyper-used and 

implicitly long digested stereotyped syntagms with new connotations, he would 

amend the already vain discourses related to the concept of utopia, offering as a 

result an endless line of variables; the book is diligently synthesizing all previous 

valences of the given term, accurately pointing out the ups and downs of utopia's 

definitions along time and history but the volume is ultimately rewarding the reader 

with some original and innovative correlations, acceptable perspectives on the 

matter. 

Key words:  utopia, utopia and myth, utopia and ideology, utopia and the social 

imagery, stage, satire 

 

From the very beginning I have to 

confess my curiosity the moment I 

have held in my hands Mircea 

Crăciun's study, in English, on 

utopia: I still clearly remember him 

as a professor at Faculty of Letters 
in Cluj and I mostly recollect my 

surprise when I have paradoxically 

discovered him really enjoying 

teaching the  

students British Literature, in 

contrast with his rigorously 

focused attitude all his disciples 

were used to while studying 
Phonetics and Phonology under his 

guidance – it was as if he were a 
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different person, suddenly relishing 

life and academic stuff. Imagine 

thus my sincere pleasure in reading 

his book: it displays all the 

necessary intrinsic ingredients for a 

successful analysis, for a clarifying 

argumentation, for a persuasive and 

challenging debate on the issue. 

The book constructs itself as a 

solid and intriguing study, the 

author revealing himself as a gifted 

and plenty-documented researcher, 

above all proving the reader the 

ability of establishing from the start 

ingenious associations, original 

applications on texts, consequently 

adding and enriching the 

meaningful background of both the 

concept in question and apparently 

the simple preposition between, for 

instance; all possible affiliations 

among these two terms of the 

discursive initial equation are 

counted and sort of de-mystified: 

“<Between>, an insignificant 

preposition, always caught in the 

endless chain of contiguities (…), 

or the pleasure engendered by 

shared secrecy (…) possesses an 

ineffable power of soldering 

dichotomies or of disrupting 

meaning and significance. We 

perform <between the acts>, we 

read <between the lines>, (…) 

between apprehension and 

comprehension.” In this respect, 

the author would recharge some 

hyper-used and implicitly long 

digested stereotyped syntagms with 

new connotations, he would amend 

the already vain discourses related 

to the concept of utopia, offering as 

a result an endless line of variables; 

the book is diligently synthesizing 

all previous valences of the given 

term, accurately pointing out the 
ups and downs of utopia's 

definitions along time and history 

but the volume is ultimately 

rewarding the reader with some 

original and innovative 

correlations, acceptable 

perspectives on the matter: 

“Doomed never to be attained, 

forever suspended between 

possibility and a chimerical 

aspiration, utopia is a denial of the 

reason's capacity to offer 

ontological consistency. (…) There 

is a quite well established and false 

belief that anti-utopia or dystopia 

(two of the many labels attached to 

the same type of discourse) is 

entirely the product of modern 

times and it was engendered by the 

disappearance of both teleological 

dreams and trust in the coherence 

of the world.”; “The huge library of 

Utopia will direct towards 

apparently diverging domains as 

the protean discourse or impulse, 

fiction or propensity, myth or 

alternative to an actual social 

situation.” The book is also a 

reinvigorating inventory of all 

virtual links of the concept to its 

related fields, such as socio-human 

sciences, progressively clarifying 

all its subsidiary variables: Utopia 

and Myth, Utopia and Ideology, 

Utopia and the Social Imagery – to 

mention just a few of them. The 

author is also daring some drastic 

but generous and ingenious 

somehow metaphoric definitions 

and chapter titles, articulated in 

ironic tonalities: Utopia is a Satire, 

Utopia is a Stage, From Politeia to 

Res-publica. Mircea Craciun's 

study is meant to set things 

straight, it identifies the lacks and 

the errors in famous theorist' 

argumentation, it most definitely 

proves current and recent readings 
on this particular issue, it 

successfully and persuasively 
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applies the concept to concrete 

literary texts or theoretical ones: 

“After dismissing Kant's 

reproductive imagination as well 

as Bergson's continuum of 

consciousness which means the 

rendering absolute of the memory 

G. Bachelard emphasises the 

decisive difference between “the 

image perceived” and “the image 

created” and claims that 

imagination acts as an organizing 

principle that augments the values 

of reality.”: “Through their 

structuring and content, the literary 

utopian texts anticipate relations of 

absolute or pseudo-absolute 

freedom transcending the existing 

order. (…) If placed against the 

background of the Reinassance, the 

birth of the utopian discourse is a 

consequence of the new role of the 

ludic and ludicrous, of the 

gratuitous and the monstrous in the 

mythical consciousness and it 

parallels the reassessment of 

sacredness in a world impregnated 

with images and symbols”; “Satire 

and utopia are dichotomous modes. 

They “defamiliarise” by producing 

a breach in the habitual perception 

of ideas and impinge destructively 

upon preconceived notions.” 

In all these respects, Mircea 

Craciun's A Poetics of Utopia 

obviously represents a definite 

plus, a convincing and fully 

efficient study, a well-articulated, 

plenty-documented and more than 

inspired and refreshing assessment 

on the concept of utopia, a study 

worth studying, a research worth 

researching. 
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Abstract: The book “Aproape de scenă, George Banu. Eseuri și mărturii” (Near 

the stage, George Banu. Essays and Confessions) is the successful teamwork of 

three Romanian universities: Babeș-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca, “Petru 

Maior” University of Târgu Mureș and UNATC (Theatre and Cinema National 

University) Bucharest, along with “Vatra” literary magazine. The coordinators of 

the volume, Iulian Boldea (University of Târgu Mureș) and Stefana Pop-Curșeu 

(University of Cluj Napoca), have opted for a kaleidoscope-type of nearness in 

writing about George Banu, present at his Romanian anniversary. The book has an 

impeccable critical apparatus and, at the same time, succeeds in conveying the 

same energy and vivacity that a good theatre performance must have. The volume 

explores the relationship between theatre and knowledge, having George Banu’s 

texts and conferences as a starting point. 
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Last year, for his 70
th

 anniversary, 

George Banu, Professor at 

Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3, at the 

“Institut d’Études Théâtrales”, 

received two volumes dedicated to 
him, one in France, other in 

Romania. Each book is based on an 

academic concept unique of its 

kind. Apart from the homage to 

George Banu, these collective 

volumes have in common the very 

joy of celebration, replacing any 
formally expressed speeches. No 

traps of artificial language just to 
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show more deference. No 

circumstantial placing of the 

honoured man on a pedestal.  The 

book Aproape de scenă, George 
Banu. Eseuri și mărturii (Near the 

stage, George Banu. Essays and 

Confessions) is the successful 

teamwork of three Romanian 

universities: Babeș-Bolyai 

University of Cluj-Napoca, “Petru 

Maior” University of Târgu Mureș 

and UNATC (Theatre and Cinema 

National University) Bucharest, 

along with “Vatra” literary 

magazine.  

The coordinators of the volume, 

Iulian Boldea (University of Târgu 

Mureș) and Ștefana Pop-Curșeu 

(University of Cluj Napoca), have 

opted for a kaleidoscope-type of 

nearness in writing about George 

Banu. Thus, the book brings 

together a mixture of George 

Banu’s texts about theatre, the 

story of a manuscript he had to 

abandon before his chosen exile in 

France, a section of evocation and 

metacriticism, a section called 

“exercises of identification”, an 

interview, pictures of Banu with 

Peter Brook, Eugenio Barba, with 

other famous close friends and, on 

the last page, an original drawing 

by Yannis Kokkos. 

The book has an impeccable 

critical apparatus and, at the same 

time, succeeds in conveying the 

same energy and vivacity that a 

good theatre performance must 

have. This kaleidoscope approach 

lets in only sections of the many-

faceted theatrical life of George 

Banu. It is the coordinators’ merit 

that the sequences are put into 

motion to create the illusion of the 

whole, just like the illusion of 
reality on a stage. The controlled 

heterogeneity of the book finds its 

way into reconstituting an 

ensemble. The initiative of 

honouring George Banu through 

the questions which arose from his 

work rather than isolating the 

theatre critic to turn him into a 

receiver of gratuitous “exercises of 

admiration” is clear from the very 

first text, that of the Argument.  

All the texts bear the mark of 

dialogue. Some are dialogues with 

George Banu himself, and they 

come mostly from people who 

know him personally, others are 

dialogues with his writings.  

The relationship between theatre 

and knowledge is thoroughly and 

inherently thought over by the 

participants in the volume. The 

book dwells further enquiries into 

the contemporary metaphysics of 

the theatre. Through the attempt to 

understand George Banu’s work 

and personality comes also the 

attempt to understand the 

mutations of stage theatre over the 

most recent fifty years. George 

Banu organised, many years back, 

the very festivals where Grotowski 

and Barba and Brook displayed 

their theories. Banu has had an 

immense activity within the 

domain of theatrical projects, by 

initiating many of them. He is the 

theorist, the witness and  the 

memory of the major theatre 

directors and professors such as 

Peter Brook, Eugenio Barba, 

Andrei Șerban, Nicky Wolcz, Radu 

Penciulescu, Ariane Mnouchkine, 

Anatoly Vasiliev, and was close to 

Jerzy Grotowski, Giorgio Strehler, 

Antoine Vitez. He refused theories 

that tended to have a commodity 

attached to them, or the theories 

without any risk. George Banu’s 
way into seeing another kind of 

theatre and recreating it through 
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words is that of the metatheatre as 

a total act. 

The title of the volume, Aproape de 

scenă (Near the Stage), describes 

his position, that of someone in the 

proximity of the stage, not exactly 

on the stage, someone who takes 

the side of the spectator. But, on 

the other hand, it is from this very 

off-stage side that George Banu 

encompasses two dimensions: the 

theatrical act and the beyond of it, 

the l’entre-deux of the theatre. His 

place is both of on the verge of 

separation and on abysmal union, 

at the crossroads of entre deux.  

By inhabiting this uncomfortable 

isthmus, the critic is the mediator 

of the two worlds, and also the 

memory of the spectacle. In this 

case, it is the memory of the critic 

that does justice to the 

extraordinary performance. The 

memory of the critic preserves it in 

another way, rendering it through 

words. To also capture the 

verticality of the stage means to 

capture the two dimensions 

together. There is a point in this 

book which is like a mirror-

reflection about the role of the 

book. This comes in the chapter 

entitled “The Corridors of 

Memory”. It is the story of George 

Banu’s doctoral thesis, a 

manuscript abandoned in the 

Romania of a Communist regime 

which had started to demolish 

everything that meant the creation 

of the top intellectuals of the 

country, by imposing a more and 

more fearful censorship. Under the 

pressure of the assumed exile, the 

manuscript was left unpublished. 

One can understand George Banu’s 

joy to retrieve it 40 years later.  
This passage is like a mise en 

abyme of the book. This comes in 

between the selection of texts 

written by George Banu, which 

constitutes the first section, and the 

dialogues with his texts initiated by 

other critics or theatre people. 

Through this passage, the entrance 

into the kaleidoscope view is 

established. The introduction by 

Iulian Boldea and Ștefana Pop-

Curșeu makes the opening, by 

placing together George Banu’s 

activity and the reception of his 

activity, as well as the impulse his 

presence gives to other events: the 

theatre international festivals 

organised in Romania, the theatre 

school and the theatre criticism. 

After this introduction into the 

mirror-boxes mechanism, in the 

third part, the thorough analyses 

take the aspect of both a closer 

view and of a remote view. Some 

of the critics deal with certain 

circumscribed texts, other refer to a 

whole range of books on the same 

direction. George Banu’s books 

received the French prize of the 

year for the best book on theatre: 
Berthold Brecht ou Le Petit contre 

le grand; Le théâtre, sorties de 
secours; Le rouge et or. Other 

books by him are: L’acteur qui ne 

revient pas. Journées de théâtre au 
Japon, Mémoires du Théâtre, Le 

Rideau ou la fêlure du monde, 

Notre Théâtre. La Cerisaie, Les 
Cités du Théâtre d’Art. De 

Stanislavski à Strehler, L’Homme 

de dos, 

La Scène surveillée, Miniatures 

théoriques, Les Voyages du 
comédien, Amour et désamour du 

théâtre and of the books dedicated 

to Peter Brook, De Timon 
d’Athènes à Hamlet, and Peter 

Brook: vers un théâtre premier. 
We can witness the change 

regarding the role of the theatre 
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critic. Some performances might be 

recorded, but too much of the good 

thing, like too exact technology, 

may alter the role of theatre, may 

interfere with its energies. The 

words used by a dedicated theatre 

critic keep all the potentialities of 

the show intact. It is true that they 

record an event by recreating it 

from another texture, but at least a 

recreation in words is not 

something alien to the nature of 

theatre. George Banu emphasises 

the dream-like quality of a plenary 

performance.  

This book, Aproape de scenă, is a 

testimony about why theatre is so 

important in our lives. It captures 

in words the very things that make 

theatre irreducible to other 

essences. It is the enquiry that 

matters most, and thus George 

Banu’s contribution is thoroughly 

energized. The division of the book 

into three stages follows the switch 

off of a kind of hidden camera. 

Quoting Constantin Chiriac, 

director of Sibiu Theatre Festival, 

George Banu is an institution. At 

the same time, says Chiriac (in the 

preface of the volume Călătoriile 

sau orizontul teatrului), Banu is 

both Ulysses and Zorba the Greek 

in one personality. If George Banu 

got an anniversary gift from his 

colleagues of Sorbonne appealing 

to his Ulysses dimension, the book 

“Aproape de scenă” corresponds to 

the other dimension, that of Zorba 

the Greek. A man who has 

witnessed first-hand the essential 

changes of the theatre, who has 

sought to capture the point of 

fusion between the dichotomies of 

theatre, a man who has made 

memory the best tool and the best 

symbol of a theatre performance, 

who has united all the people 

around him, regardless the 

amplitude of their careers, so that 

they could construct together a 

better and existential cultural act, 

this is George Banu. He embodies 

the dimension of joy in 

playfulness, visible both in his 

theories, academic writings and in 

his ”adoption” of marionettes from 

all over the world, for his home 

and work environment, as we can 

see in a mirror-photo in the last 

section of the book Aproape de 
scenă.  
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Abstract: The book « Les voyages ou l’ailleurs du théâtre. Hommage à Georges 

Banu» is a bouquet of reverences made by theatre personalities as an anniversary 

gift to George Banu. Travels are about defining inner and outer worlds. What 

strikes the reader is the vulnerability exposed by famous theatre directors and 
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experiences irrespectively time travels in other theatrical epochs without the fear of 
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The book Les voyages ou l’ailleurs 

du théâtre. Hommage à Georges 

Banu emerged in 2013 as a 

bouquet of reverences made by 

theatre personalities with the 

intention of an anniversary gift for 

George Banu. Since George Banu 

has been travelling all over the 

world in search of new theatrical 

forms, his colleagues, friends and 
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collaborators supposed that the best 

the best anniversary present would 

take the form of a book. Actually, 

the most precious gift is what the 

authors of this collective work have 

to say. Each text is a gem. Each 

individual text is a presentification, 

as it bears the sigil of the powerful 

presence of its author and is, at the 

same time, a birthday present in the 

form of thoughts. Travels are about 

defining inner and outer worlds. 

The discoveries awaiting the reader 

at any page are astonishing. This 

book is like the treasure island of 

readings about voyage literature. 

The reader can enjoy every detail 

of this imaginary trip, every first-

time confession or every new piece 

of information about theatre in 

farther places or about theatre in 

past epochs. The purpose of the 

book is to reveal unknown 

dimensions of performing and 

unexplored dimensions of the 

sacred within the theatre of the 

world through outwards and 

inwards travelling. 

Thanks to Catherine Naugrette who 

coordinated the volume Les 
voyages ou l’ailleurs du théâtre. 

Hommage à Georges Banu, 

assisted by Alisonne Sinard, some 

of the world’s most famous theatre 

artists, Peter Brook, Eugenio 

Barba, Radu Penciulescu, Andrei 

Șerban, Ariane Mnouchkine, Nicky 

Wolcz, along with the world’s 

most famous professors of 

theatrical studies and theatre critics 

and theatre artists could send their 

thoughts as a personal dedication to 

George Banu. He is the one who 

concludes the book. George Banu 

has let himself guided by the belief 

that ”Theatre is Elsewhere” (a 
paraphrase after Milan Kundera’s 

famous title La Vie est ailleurs). 

Travelling to witness the theatre of 

and on other continents, George 

Banu has seen it as an 

”autobiographical pedagogy”. If 

the voyage in itself requires an 

optimist outlook, it is the form of a 

”critical skepticism” what enables 

the genuine exchange with another 

space. When this skepticism is 

transgressed, the theatre reveals its 

”double”, its capacity to duplicate 

life. Theatre runs from outside to 

inside, in the sense of revealing 

what has already been present as 

interiority. The great discoverers, 

such as Brecht face to face with 

Mei Lang Fang or Artaud face to 

face with Bali dances, were 

searching for something already 

found, something unknown but  

already treasured internally. 

George Banu’s appetite for 

travelling originates in the fact that 

he is the man of two cultures and 

for the years of his youth in an 

East-European country, travelling 

was a myth.  

All of those who sign articles in 

this book are first of all powerful 

presences. They convey that 

through the meanders of the theme. 

We actually see the insights of 

these people and their subjective 

hues are the most luminous 

reference points. We find out about 

Barba and his 50 second-journey 

with a parachute.  

Where do these voyages take the 

reader or the spectator? First of all, 

they open the gates for the people 

who know who they are, but would 

go on the unbeaten path of finding 

more about them through a 

dangerous journey. They make up 

the first part of the book, and they 

are some of the most important 
theatre directors and theatre artists 

of the moment: Eugenio Barba, 
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Andrei Șerban, Radu Penciulescu, 

Ludvik Flaszen, Ariane 

Mnouchkine, Jean-François 

Dusigne, Jean-Jacques Lemêtre, 

Valérie Dréville, Daniel 

Jeanneteau, Nikolaus Wolcz, Jean-

Pierre Sarrazac, Marie-Hélène 

Estienne, Peter Brook. A second 

part is dedicated to the histories of 

voyages in theatre. Here the 

articles are signed by Sara 

Mamone, Siro Ferrone, Ferdinando 

Taviani, Fausto Malcovati, Jean-

Louis Besson, Ines Aliverti, Marie-

Christine Autant-Mathieu, Béatrice 

Picon-Vallin. 

The third part is dedicated 

anthropological experiences of the 

theatre. Here the signers are Jean-

Marie Pradier, Monique Borie, 

Nicola Savarese, Leszek 

Kolankiewicz, Marco de Marinis, 

Franco Ruffini. The fourth and 

fifth sections are dedicated to the 

praxis of theatre, irrespectively to 

the fascination of the spectator 

while travelling. In the fourth part, 

the articles are written by Richard 

Demarcy, Véronique Perruchon, 

Anne-Françoise Benhamou, Ivan 

Medenica, Maria-Helena Serodio, 

Piergiorgio Giacchè. In the fifth 

part, dealing with the poetics of the 

spectator, the authors are: Maria 

João Brilhante, Veneta Doytcheva, 

Michel Wasserman, Gilles 

Declercq, the Romanian theatre 

critic Octavian Saiu and Bernard 

Debroux. What strikes the reader is 

the vulnerability exposed by 

somebody very famous among 

theatre goers, who retells a taken 

voyage in the context of 

uncovering so many self-

surrounding layers. The researches 

in the second section, while 
speaking about the phenomena of 

travelling as related to other epochs 

of theatre, commedia dell’arte, for 

example, emphasise the most 

interesting parts unknown to a 

contemporary theatre-goer. They 

make it a documented voyage in 

time, a voyage so many people 

would love to take. This book is 

more about the eternal fascination 

with the exotic than about 

exoticism. The freshness of 

memories shows that true beauty is 

in the eye of beholder. All 

references to voyages are made by 

people who have fought 

misconceptions and earned their 

way or method in art or in the 

study of art. What makes the book 

interesting is the openness of the 

authors. In talking about voyages, 

they are drawn  especially by the 

revelations of first-time 

experiences, and the higher 

significance of the glimpse into 

that moment. As far as theatre 

studies are concerned, exoticism 

has played a different role. It 

meant, first of all, a fountain of 

renewal for European theatre. As 

George Banu puts it in his 

conclusive word of this book, 

Asian and European theatres are 

complementary. Somebody cannot 

imagine one without the other or 

one above the other. Theatre looks 

like an exception from the 

possibility that exoticism may 

insidiously throw in a 

superior/inferior paradigm. On the 

contrary, in the realm of stage 

evolution, European theatre had to 

make a bow in front of gesture 

based, collective myth-based Asian 

theatre. European theatre so much 

based on words, on the other hand, 

lives and nourishes itself from 

memory, while the Asian theatre 
turns the very collective memory 

into present. The bond between 
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theatre and voyage is a complex 

one, it is a bond that George Banu 

illustrates best, in his writings, in 

his meta-theatrical activity, and in 

his personal credo to capture the 

alive essence of theatre.  

After all, as Catherine Naugrette 

states in her introductory text, 

travelling is an art, and the voyage 

is a voyage into something. The 

exotic is, for all the travellers in 

this book, a way to meet one’s 

destiny at a crossroads, in a 

faraway space or non-space from 

where only the truest of the inner 

quests can be followed.  
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Abstract: Marta Petreu’s confessions share the qualities of her literature. She 

writes industriously and in a flow of elegance. Her expressivity leaves the readers 

with the impression that they may continue, on their own, what her texts started to 
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Professor at the Faculty 

of Philosophy, „Babeș-Bolyai” 

University of Cluj, Marta Petreu is 

what could be called a total writer. 

She is equally gifted in poetry, 

prose and history of literature. She 

gives the impression that she could 

illustrate any literary genre if she 

wanted. Her recent volume, 

Biblioteci în aer liber (Open-air 

Libraries)(2014), is a choice of 

different literary themes from 

tangential spheres of literature: 

criticism, literary history, 

memoires, and recollections of 

encounters with people who 

marked Romanian literature 

through their artistic personalities.  

Marta Petreu’s confessions share 

the qualities of her literature. She 

writes industriously and in a flow 

of elegance. Her expressivity 

leaves the readers with the 

impression that they may continue, 

on their own, what her texts started 

to tell them. She is also that kind of 

author who inspires confidence in 

an unfluctuating way.  

At the same time, the author has 

her amendments to make and her 

reclaiming. On page 319 she writes 

about today’s most literary critics 

(but not quite all of them), who 

practise a science fiction type of 

criticism. When these critics (there 

are clues that she refers to 

inexperienced critics, mainly, who 

miss the background because of 

insufficient proficiency) do their 

duty as columnists or reviewers for 

cultural magazines or institutes 

they can get their word count 

achieved, even without truly 

reading the book they are 

reviewing.  

Therefore, Marta Petreu has a 

category of professional readers 

with whom she does not get on 

well: the hasty literary critics. She 

says she was even tempted to write 

on her book that it is not for 

literary critics. It is true that, as a 

rule, the same category of critics 

have responded favourably to 

Marta Petreu’s books of poetry and 

prose. They might have not 

responded the same way to her 

essays. This is mainly because the 

interpretations of the writer and 

philosopher Marta Petreu have not 

reached a consensus with the 

methods of literary historians and 

of some literary critics. Marta 

Petreu’s essays have started from 

thorough documentation and 

reached a stage of demystification 

which seems to have caused much 

distress allegedly to anyone.  

From these implied polemics, two 

questions are emergent.  If today’s 

literary critics still have the 

background for such a profession 

and secondly if they still care about 

the professional ethics.  

I personally think that there is 

something fallacious in these 

questions, since the very reception 

of Marta Petreu’s poems and of the 

novel Acasă, pe Cîmpia 

Armaghedonului (Home, on 

Armageddon’s Field) can prove 

that valuable literature was 

recognised. Ethical principles were 

preserved in the approach of Marta 

Petreu’s works over all. It is clear 

that the critics sustain her 

literature, but they do not do that 

unconditionally. They critics keep 

Petreu’s poetry and prose and 

generally reject her essays.  On the 

other hand, Marta Petreu does 

extensive researches on the most 

talented literary generation of 

Romanian literature, the interwar 
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generation. Even then adversities 

of doctrines turned into personal 

conflicts.  

Biblioteci în aer liber is also a 

great book of a return match 

against supposedly professional 

readers. By making it a compulsory 

job, with no emotion, these 

reviewers do not really contribute 

to cultural elevation. But actually it 

is an ongoing literaturecentrism 

what enables certain unexperienced 

critics to become professional 

readers. This situation was settled 

ever since Maiorescu’s times, in 

the 19
th
 century. The problem is the 

legitimation that nowadays our 

culture gives to a verdict even in 

the domains that are beyond the 

competences of the reviewer 

(:304). Marta Petreu shows that 

literature must be first of all loved 

and that it rises above those who 

make it.  The city of Cluj is like an 

arche-character in all these 

notations, the author believes in the 

values that shape the life of a 

profound cultural city, as Cluj 

surely is.  

This book with a Borgesian clue in 

the title floats in a sensation about 

the inconsistency of the world. 

Even the library metaphor bears the 

same kind of incertitude.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 Marta Petreu knows how to 

verbalise when ethical questions 

are taken too easily or when civic 

responsibility needs displays of 

firm attitudes. Consolation is 

always found in the family of the 

same spirits who are evoked. The 

gallery of portraits in Biblioteci în 

aer liber is the result of vital 

intellectual encounters with people 

whose works she admires.  

These encounters are amplifiers of 

her own interiorities. When Marta 

Petreu admires somebody’s work 

she does it without mechanisms of 

defence. Her admiration and 

friendship are prolonged even 

beyond the tomb. Such examples 

are Marian Papahagi, Mircea 

Zaciu, Marco Cugno, Adrian 

Marino.

Marta Petreu is a writer who lives 

her ideas in frenzy. No matter how 

deep the sorrow conveyed in the 

discourse, it is always sublimated 

in a style of superb artistry.   

 


